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Seeing double
The Sobezak twins make up an
important part of UCF's defense.
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Greed today, gone tomorrow?
-G
.
Heintzelman

KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

B9ard o/Trnstees approves $1 million
research position to study money matters

reed is good.
So said Gordon Gekko,
the ruthless protagonist por- - corporate giants whose tumbles have
trayed by Michael Douglas in destroyed the trust, jobs and savings
"Wall Street," director Oliver Stone's of millions of people, greed is bad. At
1987 film about the forces that drive least at UCF.
American capitalism.
Last Thursday, the UCF Board
But today; as headlines relate of Trustees made it official by creatthe woes of Wall Streeters and other ing a $1 million endowed research

position dedicated to the "understanding and prevention of greed and
to foster the development of altruism."
The idea was not theirs, but
rather dictated in the will of a rich
man who believed there are better

ways to spend money than on one's
self.
Before he died in 1996, Orlando
businessman Robert Heintzelman,
the former owner of Heintzleman
Ford car dealerships, conceived and
titled the research·position, for which
he set aside $600,000 in his will to be
given to UCF on the condition that
such a post be established within the
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Promises·and pork:
UCF researchers
defend programs'
value, practicality
LAURA STEVENS

ty; which ultimately benefits

all academic programs and
curriculum at the university.
UCF professors defend"Students can particied more than $12 million in pate in leading-edge research
federally funded research in real-world topic areas and
that The Chronicle ofHigher get hands-on experience
Education recently targeted working directly with indusin a recent report as evidence try and government partof wasteful government ners," he said.
spending.
The hydrogen research,
UCF's $75.5 million ordered through the National
research budget reflects an Aeronautics and Space
increase of 20 percent, or Administration and to be conmore than $10 million, from ducted through the Florida
last year's budget. But a large Solar Energy Center, is
amount of that research designed to develop technolobudget funds what The gy that will reduce Florida's
Chronicle deemed pork-bar- use of energy and enhance its
rel projects, meaning money economy and environment.
that was approved by Specifically, the research will
Congress based on the politi- focus on how to collect solar
cal connections of local law- energy and deliver it to a
makers rather than for a gen- chemical reactor in which
uine scientific or academic hydrogen is economically produced,
need.
Among the largest of the
"In the era of non-fossil
dubious expenses is an $8.13 fuels, hydrogen will be the fuel
million grant, shared with VF, of the future for vehicles,"
to fund hydrogen research. · said David Block, director of
Two other federal grants the Florida · Solar - Energy
$5.5 million for a study of Center. "This future could
crowd simulations to educate begin in Florida under this
law enforcement officers and program and could replace
military personnel, and $1.04 the $13 billion per year that
million to research the use of we are presently spending on
fiber optics and traffic-man- gasoline and diesel fuel in
agement systems on I-4 Florida."
also made The Chronicle's
As for the simulation
research, Brian Goldiez,
list.
Thomas O'Neal, UCF's deputy director of the UCF
director
of
sponsored Institute for Simulation and
research, said the dollars are
PLEASE SEE UCF ON 6
necessary to attract top faculSTAFF WRITER

JOE KALEITA

·Pond pursuit ends safely
JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

. "Yeah, we caught the naked guy," said Bryan
Tittle, a field training officer with the Oran-ge
County Sheriff's Department.
·The naked guy was the talk of Jefferson
Commons on Tuesday, as well over 200 residents
surrounded the retention pond for nearly two
and a half hours to watch him romp.
It all started around 3 p.m., when resl.dent

INSIDE
Walking all over tradition?

Students stand-off in debate over whether or not tradition
can be forced upon students.
-:-OPINIONS, 11

Chris Cantano let Edwin Salazar, a former
Valencia Community College student, into the
gym at Jefferson Commons. "He just starting hitting and trying to destroy the equipment," said
Cantano, a junior. "He went crazy."
Salazar then left the gym, after stealing and
hiding pins from the weight equipment, and dove
into the retention pond outside, where he soon
removed his clothing.
PLEi\SE SEE
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After two hours, Orange County Sheriff's Deputies were able to coax Edwin Salazar from a retention pond at Jefferson Commons.
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Election Info:
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Petition Pick up: Sept. 2 - 9 (9am - Spm)
SGA Office, SU 214

.
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Declaration of Candidacy:
Sept. 9 - 11 (9am - Spin)

•

L
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Active Campaigning begins: Sept. 16

.

Candidate Forum: Sept. 26
. (2pm - 3:30pm) in front ~f Pegasus Ball Room

•

Primary Elections: Sept. 30 - Oct. 2 (Sam - Spm)

•

Run Off Elections: Oct. 7 - 9 (Sam - Spm)
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Meet with faculty and staff representing
UCF's more than ·70 master's, doctoral,
specialist, and certificate programs
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For complete details, please
., visit

www.graduate.ucf.edu .
E-mail: graduate@mail.ucf.edu
Phone: 407-823-276°6
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Americans define
success by dollars
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•
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FROM PAGE 1

College of Education.
"Greed has a bad connotation, especially when you look
into the paper and you read
'Corporate executive driven by
greed,"' said Rich Sloan, development officer for the College of
Education.
.
"VVhy do headlines say
that?" he asked. "Hopefully, this
kind of research will disclose
that information."
Heintzelman's bequest was
combined with a $420,000 grant

•
•

To say
greed is
good is .an
oxymoron.
It's avarice.
-DANIEL WUESTS
Clemson University ethics- exµerr
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from the state to establish the
endowment, which will be used
to hire a scholar who will be
expected to research issues
such as whether greed is environmentally or genetically determined, and whether greed and
altruism can be definitiyely
measured.
"Certainly greed is kind of
subjective," said Sloan. "People
don't walk around with a rubber
stamp that says, Tm greedy.'
But we teach many subjective
things that deal with subjectives
all the time."
A faculty committee has
been named to recommend an
interim, internal appointment
while UCF awaits the state
funds which, along with
Heintzelman's gift, will create
the fourth endowed chair position within the College of
Education.
VVhile the research is the
first of its kind here, UCF is following other universities across
the country that have committed
themselves to study ethics in
business, education, engineering and medicine.
Daniel Wueste, interim
director for the Robert J.
Rutland Ethics Center at
Clemson University in Clemson,
S.C., leads faculty seminars. on
how to teach ethics and identify
ethical challenges. He suggested
that the study of greed can be
measured according to a persc11' s intentions.
"There is a continuing

News• 3

debate on the issue of how much
is too much greed, and how
much is too much altruism," he
said. "To say greed is good is an
oxymoron. It's avarice, and not
something to be encouraged..
"But it's not wrong to be
self-interested,'' he added. "To
be foolishly brave is not a good
thing, but it's not a good thingto
be overly cowardly, either."
In a culture that often
defines success by the amount of
dollars an individual earns,jt's
fair to ask just when greed
became
undesirable,
and
whether a capitalistic economy
can truly tbrive in a greed-free,
altruism-friendly environment .
Yet wealth alone doesn't
define greed, said Sloan.
"I don't think greed is the
underpinning of the c~pitalistic
system,'' he said. "Capitalism
contributes to people doing their
best. I work hard and I'm compensated, but that doesn't make
me a greedy person. The same
holds true for most individuals."
"Greed is a trait that most
people won't aspire to because
there are ways to rise to the top
without being greedy about it,"
he said. "For example, many
people take their wealth and
turn it into philanthropic purposes, like Mr. Heintzelman did."
Wueste said both wealth
and capitalism can exist without
greed or corruption.
"You can't assume if someone's wealthy; they must have
been greedy," he said. ''You have
to find out what motivated them
to bring them wealth."
Those who may be driven
by selfish intentions in their pursuit of wealth and success misunderstand the concept of capitalism, he said.
"As Adam Smith put forth in
the Wealth of Nations,' capitalism only works well in a society
that has moral standards .... An ·
ethical person will not do something simply knowing that it's
wrong. Others are not motivated
by that knowledge. For those
sorts of peopfo, you need more
than standards."
Said Wueste: "One of the
things the research is trying to
measure [is], was there something missing from the education, from their early childhood
development, that makes people
steal from their companies, from
their employees?"
He conceded, however, that
it's easier to identify the potential causes of greed than to isolate the trait in individuals.
"People who are greedy are
never going to admit it, and you
can't rely on their own reports of
intentions and motivations," he
said.
"And getting into someone's
head to determine if they have a
guilty mind is very difficult. It's
what jurors try to do all the
time."

JOE l<ALEITA
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More than 200 Jefferson Commons residents watch as sheriff's deputies confronted a man in the pond at the apartment complex.

Crowd watches cops move in
FROM PAGE 1

Jefferson Commons' staff
called the Orange County
Sheriff's Department. Deputy
Bret Panell was the first to
arrive on the scene.
Soon, backup arrived, and
in large numbers.
About 20 officers, both
from Orange County and the
UCF Police Department,
showed up, as well as fire rescue and EMT personnel.
Three negotiators also
were on hand, in an attempt to
calm Salazar down and coax
him out of the water.
A large crowd of students
milled around and even set up
lawn chairs, with some
attempting to catch the action
on film and video, and began
to cheer on Salazar as he
taunted the police from the
water.
For more than two hours,
police tried talking to Salazar.
He responded by singing the
words to the Pledge of
Allegiance, along with some
Jimmy Buffet tunes.
His tantrums went on as
he screamed, "I V{ant to go to
UCF!"
He also made requests
and demands.
"He kept yelling that he
wanted a beautiful, naked
woman, a blunt to smoke, and
a
cheese
pizza
from
·Giovanni's to finish it off," said
Jesse DiBartolo, a junior and
Jefferson Commons employee.
Police prepared a taser
gun in an attempt to shock and
apprehend Salazar, who dared
them to shoot him, screaming,
"Go ahead and shoot me, I
want to die!"
Police fired first one and
then another taser at Salazar,
who pulled out the barbs and

]OE KALEITA
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Salazar, right, reacts after an Orange County Sheriff's Deputy shocked him with a taser.

Police Beat. SEE 4
taunted the cops more, thanking them for the energy boost.
As Salazar made .his way
to the water's edge, he began
to eat grass and dirt.
Eventually, police shot
him a third time with the taser,
and Salazar immediately went
under water. Panell and two
others in the water, using a
lasso, finally apprehended
him.

"It's very unusual for
someone to have to be shot so
many times," said Tittle.
.There was a mixed reaction from the crowd, as many
cheered. Some, however,
booed to express their feeling
that the police were excessive
in their use of the taser.
"I think it was a very
strategic and well-played
move on the deputies'
behalves, not excessive at all,"
said Cantano.
"After we waited for a
while, it became a stalemate,
and we realized we couldn't
wait him out," said Tittle.
They decided to use the taser
primarily for its ability to

resolve the situation safely.
"The taser is the best
investment we ever made,"
said Tittle. "It's so effective in
keeping people, both officers
and the ones we are after, from
getting hurt."
A spokesman for the sheriff's
department,
Jim
Solomons, said Salazar was
taken to Florida Hospital
South, where he was to be
evaluated.
Said Tittle: "I don't know
whether it was the negotiators
or if he was just tired, but we
got him. We got the naked
guy."
According to Ben Rachdi,
Salazar's stepfather, Salazar's
behavior was unusual but not
without precedent. Incidents
of this nature have happened
previously and even caused
Salazar to drop out of college,
he said.
"He has a very serious
history of mental illness, and
then, with the addition of
drugs, these thmgs happen,"
said Rachdi. "Every time, it is
something different."
"We are hoping to get him
into a hospital, and to get
power of attorney, so we can
get him some real help."

•
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Operation Knightwatch arrest'i
75 for underage drinking
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA
STAFF WRITER

Tailgaters were out in full
force Saturday at UCF's first
home football game, and law
enforcement agencies were out as
well, nabbing underage drinkers
and drunk drivers during their
first Operation Knightwatch
patrol.
The state Division of
Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco
reported 75 arrests for underage
drinking. At least 31 of the 75
were UCF st~dents. Three of the
arrests were minors, the
youngest being 16, said Sgt. Troy

"UCF students will also get
Williamson of the UCF Police.
UCF Police issued five tickets referred to the Student Judicial
and made one arrest for a fake Office for any other sanctions or
The Orange treatment," said Williamson.
identification.
Law enforcement officials
County Sheriff's Department
made five DUI arrests and six addressed the media beforehand
misdemeanor arrests. Seminole to warn students of the severe
County Sheriff's Department - scrutiny they would face at the
totals have not yet been con- game in regard to underage
firmed. In total, authorities dealt drinking and Dills.
'We wanted to let students
out 134 tickets for traffic violabe aware of the fact that law
tions.
Underage drinkers who were enforcement would be out there
caught this Saturday must either looking in hopes of preventing
pay a fine of $266 or face a court any law violations," said
"Hopefully [the
date and a maximum penalty of Williamson.
$500 or 60 days in jail, said arrests] will go down with the
media coverage."
Williamson.

POLICE BEAT

Student runs from four charges, earns five
. CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER

Nagarian Artez McKinnon,
20, was arrested on charges of
driving with a suspended
license, possession of a suspended license, possession of
cannabis, possession of drug
paraphernalia and resisting an
officer without violence.
On Sept. 24, Officer Punter
stopped McKinnon for improperly displaying the tag on his vehicle. When McKinnon presented
his license and insurance information, he told Punter that his
license was suspended, and
although he had already paid the
fine, he had no paperwork to
prove it.
Punter smelled burnt marijuana coming from the vehicle,
so he called for assistance.
McKinnon exited the vehicle and
ran, but was stopped and handcuffed by Officer Brannon.
Brannon found a plast~c bag in
McKinnon's pants that had marijuana in it. McKinnon was
transported to the Orange
County Jail.

You swig, you swerve
Katherine L. Brune, 18, was
arrested on charges of driving
under the influence on Sept. 19.

Officer James Roberts stopped
Brune for swerving her car outside the left lane of the road.
Roberts approached Brune
and could smell alcohol on her.
Brune told Roberts that a man
had bought her some drinks at
Knight's Out Pub earlier in the
evening. Brune submitted to field
sobriety tests before her arrest.

40 days, 40 beers
Evan James Chapman, 18,
was arrested on charges of
underage possession of alcohol
on Sept. 24. Officer James
Mangan was patrolling on foot
when he noticed Chapman staggering in the courtyard.
Mangan asked Chapman
what was in his bag and
Chapman told him he had beer
from a party.
Mangan opened the bag and
found about 40 unopened beer
bottles. Chapman said he was
coming from a party at Lake
Claire Apartments, but when
Mangan asked where the party
was located, Chapman said he
didn't know. He also refused to
tell Mangan who gave him the
beer. Chapman was transported
to the Orange County Jail.

Red means stop
Katrina Joy Ratliff, 18, was

arrested on charges of driving
under the influence on Sept. 25.
Officer Anthony Lupo stopped
Ratliff when she nearly hit the
car in front of her at a red light.
Ratliff was also speeding on
Gemini Boulevard.
Ratliff told Lupo that she
had been at Bar Orlando earlier
in the evening. When Lupo asked
if she had been drinking, Ratliff
said she had three rum drinks.
Ratliff submitted to field sobriety
tests before her arrest.

Do what?
Latoria Ann Russi, 24, was
arrested on charges of driving
under the influence on Sept. 26.
Officer Scott Penvose stopped
Russi for committing traffic
infractions. Penvose asked Russi
if she had been drinking and she
admitted she had three or four
drinks.

Russi agreed to a field sobriety test. She performed two
parts of the tests before saying,
"There is no way I can do this."
Russi was transported to
the Orange County Breath
Center where she registered .232
blood-alcohol content.

Police Reporter Carly Morris can be
reached at cmorris@ucffuture.com
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Rosen to build
new dorm for
hospitality school
}ASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

In two years UCF hospitality-management freshmen and sophomores will
not have to step foot on the
main campus - instead
they will live, work and
learn in the epicenter of
tourism on International
Drive.
At last Thursday's
Board of Trustees meeting,
hotel owner Harris Rosen
announced that he plans to
personally finance a 400room dormitory that will
house freshmen and sophomores, scheduled to open in
fall 2004, next to the new
hospitality
management
school.
Construction on the
Rosen School of Hospitality
Management, which UCF is
building largely with a $20
million
donation
from
Rosen, may begin as early
as next month. The school
will be built in the heart of
Orlando's tourist district,
near Orange County's new
convention center.
The new facilities will
offer hospitality management students many advantages over their current
location.
"We have assigned
parking spaces for every
student," said Abraham
Pizam, dean of the Rosen
School
of
Hospitality
Management· and professor
of tourism management.
"Students would be
within walking distance of
Universal, Sea World and IDrive," he said. "It would be
a living environment where
they can learn, live and
work in the same area."
Said Rosen: "We call it
a live and learn experience.
From a parents' perspective, it will be good to know
that their kids are safe."
Freshman hospitality
major Laura Cohen said
there are clear advantages
to the off-campus facilities.
As a hospitality major, she
would benefit from attending school on, International
Drive ..
"That's where the
action is," said Cohen.
"Orlando is the number one
tourist attraction in the
world."
"There are so many
hotels and restaurants .. _so
many options," said Cohen.

"The commute wouldn't' be
so heavy."
Pizam
said
that,
although the Rosen School
is eventually moving offcampus, he wants hospitality management majors to
maintain their ties with
UCF.
"We don't intend to create a new organization that
is not UCF," said Pizam.
Eventually some type of
public transportation might
eventually link the Rosen
School with the campus, he
said, so that students still
feel like they are part of the
university.
But hospitality students
like Cohen disagree.
"I don't think I would
feel as much a part of it,"
said Cohen. "You would feel
alienated, but at the same
time, it would be a small college experience."
Cohen said she has not
perceived much excitement
about the new dorm, but she
added, "I don't think dorms
overall cam~e any enthusiasm, whether they are on
International Drive or on
campus."
From modest beginnings, the Rosen School of
Hospitality Management
has rapidly grown to 750
students, reflecting the
growing popularity of the
hospitality industry.
The school plans to cap
enrollment at 1,000 stu~
dents, and Pizam said
enrollment would remain at
that level for the foreseeable
future.
"Our plan for five years
from now, six years from
now, is still to have 1000 students," said Pizam.
Rosen said it is conceivable that the Rosen School
could grow by as much as 40
percent in the future if
online courses gain enough
popularity and the school
has trouble filling traditional classrooms.
Pizam stated that in
addition to running the
dorm, UCF would own the
facilities.
Pizam said his school's
move to an off-campus location would become a trend,
like it has for many universities in the state.
"The future growth of
UCF is not on this campus,"
said Pizam. "Whether or not
w_e are the precedent, this
will happen in the future."
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Hyundai Advantage™

AMERICA'S
BEST
WARRANTY*
IOYear/1 00,000 Mile
Powertrain Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper,
5Year I Unlimited
Miles 24-hour
Roadside Assistance
•

2003 HYUNDAI

Tl BUR ON
$15, 999~

Dual Front Airbags, Front Side
· Airbags; Air Conditio.ning, 6-speaker
. Stereo with CD, Power Windows,
Door Locks and Heated Mirrors,
Remote Keyless Entry System with
Alarm, Cruise Control, 16" Aluminum
Alloy Wheels with Michelin® Tires.

J

•

•
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THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN .
At just $15,999, the all new.Tiburon gives you exhilarating performance. Plus standard

features like dual front airbags, front side airbags: air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with
CD, power windows, door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control, alloy wheels, and.. the ·
freedom of America's Be~t Warranty~ the Hyundai Advantage~M So take the drive today .
Because this is one car that hates to sit still.
.

•

BOB DANCE
· HYU.NDAI LONGWOOD

.

· BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI OR.LANDO

· 3575 N. Highway 17-92

· 4110 W. Colonial Dr.

407-322-1792

407-578-5337

*See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY detairs. **MSRP excludes freight, taxes, title, license and options. Dealer price may vary. Safety belts should always be worn.
tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-point seatbelt system.The SRS deploys in certain front~end impact
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Perfonner cancels, but
Homecoming will go on
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

Rap star Ludacris declined
to sign a contract to perform as
headliner for this year's
Homecoming concert less than
three weeks before organizers
anticipated his show. Organizers
say they will look for a replacement that is equally suitable.
In the agreement between
Ludacris and Campus Activities
Board, a clause allowed LudacriS
to cancel his concert if a more
lucrative offer came along. Laura
Waltrip, assistant director for the
Office of Student ·Activities,
explained that Ludacris never
signed a contract to perform and
the information was released
before they had made a definite
deal with the rap star.
CAB has a few options for
filling the headliner spot, including a comedian, but the board
still is considering musical acts
to replace Ludacris. CAB has
already booked bands Three
Doors Down and 7 Mary 3 to perform at other Homecoming activities.
This year's Homecoming
theme is "Life Since '63" is a
stepping-stone for UCF's 40th
birthday next year.
'We want to get that whole
thought process started now;"
said Homecoming Week director
Beth Barton.
The budget for homecoming
this year is $100,000, a $15,000
increase from last year's budget.
All the UCF classics have
returned for this year's
Homecoming, including Mystery
Movie Knight, scheduled for 8
p.m. Monday, Oct. 21, and featuring a movie projected on a large
screen
overlooking
the
Reflecting Pond. Three Doors
Down will perform following the
film.

Skit Night traditionally has
been a Greek-dominated event,
but this year's show will be
expanded to include a greater
number of participants. Skit
Knight takes place at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 23, in the UCF
Arena.
"We've been thrilled with

onunE

the number of clubs and organizations participating in skit
night," said Barton. "We're trying to make sure Homecoming is
for everyone."
Spirit Splash, Friday, Oct. 25
starting at 3:30 p.m., is an open
invitation for students to swim in
the Reflecting Pond and will feature 7 Mary 3 after the main
event.
CAB ordered 3,000 Spirit
Splash t-shirts this year, an
increase of 1,000 from last year's
total. CAB also ordered 2,000
additional normal Homecoming
T-shirts this year, and plans to
distribute 10,000 T-shirts during
various Homecoming events.
Fountain guards are most
often painted by Greek org1Ulizations, but this year more nonGreek clubs and organizations
have volunteered to help decorate guards with UCF spirit..
The carnivaL traditionally
the most popular Homecoming
event, will be revamped this year.
This year's carnival budget is
$30,000, slightly more than last

year. In order to minimize line
time, CAB will be adding more
rides and inflatable games to
keep students entertained. The
list of rides will include three
rides for adults, three for adults
and children, and one kiddy ride.
Carnival director Diana
Martin said the list of rides
includes: Dizzy Dragun, the big
slide, Silver Streak, a Ferris
whee~ Power Surge, Cliffhanger,
the Zipper, an inflatable joust
and a bungee jump. One of
Martin's goals is to make a bigger carnival atmosphere.
"It gets students on campus,
alumni and their kids, people
coming out of class," said Barton.
''You can hear the noise and commotion. It's a great turn-out."
The UCF Arena hosts the
carnival on Thursday, Oct. 24.
The parade takes place on
Saturday; Oct. 26 at 11 a.m. bi
downtown Orlando, followed by
the Homecoming game against
Ala'on at the Citrus Bowl at 4
p.m., and the KnightFest Street
Party on Church Street at 9 p.m.

Training, also offered a defense.
"The grants are competitively
solicited," he said. "If the programs were totally irrelevant to
the Army; then it wouldn't be
funding them."
Aubrey Jewett, a political
science professor at UCF, said
classifying projects as wasteful
spending is a matter of perspective.
'We're in the middle of a
war on terrorism," he said.
"[The simulation research] is
cost effective. It's not something
I would consider pork spending."
The fiber-optics study also
represents valuable research,
insists Essam Radwan, executive director of the Center for
Advanced
Transportation
Systems Simulation. .
Radwan said the program,

now in its fifth year, benefits the
community because it maintains
a website showing traffic on 1-4,
updated every 30 seconds
throughout the day
Radwan said he hopes to
expand that website to include
images- of traffic on other
Central Florida roads, such as
state roads 408 and 417 and
Orange Blossom Trail. The network is expected to be completed within the next five years.
"In the language of the law;
it says that after four years,
there would be competition for
· th~ fifth and sixth year [of funding]," said Radwan. "There were
10 slots. We won. We are bearing
the fruit of hard work"
Also dubbed an example of
wasteful spending was a chloroplast research program that
received $216,000 to genetically
engineer chloroplasts to produce

plant-derived pharmaceuticals.
The research has resulted
iri. vaccines for anthrax and
cholera. Researchers are currentlyworking on a cancer treatment, diabetes insulin and other
medicines, said Herny Daniell, a
professor of microbfology and
molecular biology
"Plant-derived pharmaceuticals are expected to be 100
times less expensive than current pharmaceuticals," he said.
"Only a small fraction of my
funds, $216,000 out of $3.3 million, was received through federal appropriation," he said. ''All
other funds were obtained by
rigorous competition at the
national or international level."
'Justification
for
this
research should be pretty obvious," said Daniell. 'We are saving human lives and reducing
the cost of prescription drugs."
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While a comedian may be an option in filling out the Homecoming line-up, CAB says
they will continue to search for a band to take over Ludacris' now open spot.
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Embattled Torricelli
_drops re-election bid
WASIDNGTON Sen.
Robert Turricelli, a New Jersey
Democrat tainted by scandal,
. abandonoo bis failing re-election
campaign Monday in a desperate
bid to prevent the , Democrats
from losing their one-seat advantage in the Senate.
With control of the Senate
hinging on the outcome of just a
handful of competitive races,
Democratic officials scrambled to
find a new candidate and come
-up with legal grounds to ehangB
names on the ballot this close to
the Nov. 5 election.
Leading the list of potential
replacements was former Sen.
Bill Bradley, who challengB<l Al
Gore for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2002.
Democratic officials said
they hoped a different candidate
would be able to tap New
Jersey's lncreasingiy Democratic
population and put that Senate
seat on surer Democratic footing.
Turricelli began the race
against with the advantage of

money and name recognition.
But bis edgB began to fade July
30 when the Senate ethics committee admonished Turricelli for
accepting expensive gifts from a
business associate, David Chang.
Chang, who is serving jail
time for illegal fundraising,
accused Turricelli of performing
political favors in exchangB for
the gifts.
1
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skills on many fronts. France,
Russia and China have voiced
reservations about authorizing
military action against Iraq
before a new round of U.N.
inspections is complete, and all
three h_ave veto power on the
SCcurity Council.
The Bush administrations
wants a singie Security Council
vote to authorize both unrestricted inspections and force if Iraq
fails to comply. ·
Secretary of Defense
Donald H. Rumsfeld said at a
Pentagon news conference that
U.S. and British aircraft were
responding to Iraqi anti-aircraft
attacks and it was "nonsensical"
for Moscow to criticize the
airstrikes but not the firing by
Iraqi gunners and missile batteries that provoked them.
He underscored bis comments by airingpreviously secret
film from an unmanned Predator
spy plane showing Iraqi anti-aircraft guns firing at U.S. aircraft.
All sides agree that the resolution that eventually comes' up
for a vote in the Security Council
will be different from the one currently circulating. The current
draft would authorize UN. members to use "all necessary
means," including force, if Iraq
violates terms of the resolution. It
would give Iraq seven days to
accept the resolution. And it
would accept no restrictions
whatsoever on inspections.

War with Iraq could cost more
than $40 billion

WASIDNGTON How
much would a war with Iraq
cost?
VIENNA, Austria - United
Most estimates fall in the
Nations weapons inspectors $50 billion rangB, though a top
praised their opening negutia- White House economic adviser
tions with Iraqi officials Monday suggested this week it could rise
in Vienna as "positive, busi- as high as $200 billion.
nesslike" and said they are pushFrom an economic standing for completely open access point; what's more worrying than
when they search Iraq for , the cost of invading Iraq, is the
weapons of mass destruction.
potential impact of a war on the
The Iraqis turned over what U.S. and giobal economies. A war
they said were CD-ROMs con- could drive up the price of oil and
taining documents they have depress consumer and business
owed the U.N. since 1998 detail- confidence. Steep oil prices and
ing materials and equipment declining confidence could push
they possess that could be used today's anemic economy into
to develop weapons.
recession.
The positive report from the
That's unlikely to happen if
U.N. negutiators contrasted with a war is won quickly, as military
the.Iraqis' refusal over the week- experts expect. But given the
end to accept any new U.N. reso- uncertainty of war, a recession
lution ordering more-intrusive can't be ruled out.
inspections than were practiced
"The U.S. is moving forward
from 1991 to 1998, leaving in a way that is going to drag its
unclear what any final terms economy down," worries Peter ·
might be. U.N. negutiators are- Navarro, a business school econpushing Iraq to accept "anYfune, omist at the University of
any place, any person" inspec- California-Irvine.
tions without restrictions.
Gauging the costs, though;
However, the Vienna nego- remains educated guesswork at
tiators are not discussing inspec- best.
tion terms for Iraqi leader
"It is not knowable what a
Saddam Hussein's eight presi- war or conflict like that would
dential palace compounds. cost," Secretary of Defense
Wmning unrestricted access to Donald H. Rumsfeld told a conthose sites is essential to the gressional
committee
Bush administration. It will be Wednesday. "You don't know if it
left to the 15 member nations of is going to last two days or two
the U.N. Security Council, not to weeks or two months. It certainly
the Viepna negutiators, to resolve isn't guing to last two years."
inspection terms for those sites.
Cost estimates tend to be
Monday
ended
with based in part on the cost of the
President Bush struggtingto gar- 1990-91 Gulf War, which came in
ner international support for bis around $60 billion, or about $80
hard-line approach. Debate on billion in today's dollars. ,
resolutions authorizing the possiNearly 90 percent of the
ble use of force against Iraq could funds came from other countries,
start as early as Tuesday in notably Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Congress and later this week in Japan and Germany. This time
the U.N. Security Council.
the United States has far less
Bush is like1y to have little international support and could
trouble getting his way in have to bear the cost virtually
Congress, but the U.N. is testing alone.
the administration's diplomatic

Weapons inspectors open talks
with Iraqi officials
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What's NewsIn Business and Firumce

Retailers Expect
Little Holiday Cheer
Fearing that months of economic bad news and uncertainty ·
about Iraq may finally be sinking
into consumers' psyches, many big
retailers have been bracing for a
chilly holiday. Now, a big holiday
iceberg may be heading their way.
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. this week
said September sales would miss
expectations for the second consecutive month. Sales at stores open at
least a year are expected to grow
just 3%to 4%, not 4%to 6%as previously projected. J.C. Penney Co.
estimated September same-store
sales would be down 1% to 3%, revising its earlier estimate of flat
sales or even a slight increase. Target Corp. said September sales at
its Target discount stores have
been "well below" its plan of a 3%
to 5% increase. It now expects
same-store sales slightly below last
year's levels.
Through months of stock-market declines, corporate scandals
and job cuts, no amount of bad
news seemed to stop consumer
spending on cars, houses and other
big-ticket trophies. But consumers
now show signs of growing stingy
in areas such as clothing and gifts.
Retailers are keeping inventories tight. "With the most uncertain
holiday season in about 30 years,
many retailers I know are holding
their breath," says Chris Ohlinger,
chief executive of Service Industry
Research Systems. His advice to
consumers: "Shop early. There will
be many more out-of-stock signs on
the shelves this year."

Oregonians to 'Vote
On Genetic Labels
A referendum on the ballot in
Oregon this November could upend
the way the U.S. food industry operates.
Measure 27, the first of its kind
to go before U.S. voters, woUid do
what Congress and the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration have declined to do: require food companies to label products that contain
genetically modified ingredients.
About 70% of processed food contains genetically modified corn,
soybeans or some other crop, according to food industry groups.
Such crops-which haven't been
shown to cause health problemsresist pests and weed killers and
are easier for farmers to grow.
With the Oregon voter initiative, proponents of labeling may

Studios Launch Shelf Wars
For Summer's Blockbusters, Crowding the Shelves
.
Hollywood studios are:lnundating stores this fall with a slew of OVD and video
The Battle Now Shifts
releases from this summer's .blockbuster films. Asampte of coming titles and

Sour Note
Three major retailers have revised downward their estimates for sales growth in
September. Below, growth estimates for
stores open at least a year:
Original range •

©2002DowJones & Company, hie.All Rights Reserved.

Revised range

Wal-Mart

Federated

J.C. Penney

-3 -2 -1 0 l 2 3 4 5 6%
Source: The companies

have found the food and biotech industries' Achilles' heel. By putting
the labeling question before consumers, rather than politicians,
such a law is more likely to be approved.National polls repeatedly
have shown that when asked if they
would like to see information about
genetically modified ingredients
on food labels, an overwhelming
majority of consumers say "yes."
The food and crop-biotechnology industries are raising a war
chest to fight the ballot measure.
The industry group, the Coalition
Against the Costly Labeling Law,
says it raised $4.6 million in cash
recently. The group has so far
spent about $1.9 million.

U.S. Census Sees
Jump in Uninsured

To Vuleos and DVDs
By JoHNLIPPMAN
ardly a week goes by without some new blockbuster
bumping the previous
week's blockbuster off the
charts. Hollywood executives agonize over release
dates a year in advance. Marketing
budgets swell. The marketplace is
more cluttered and fragmented.
. The make-or-break summer
movie season? No, it's the make-orbreak fall video and DVD season.
And this autumn's crop is bringing
with it all the headaches of a season packed with big-budget "franchise" movies.
The season started two weeks
ago, when Walt Disney Co. and
Pixar Animation Studios' animated
hit "Monsters, Inc." and SO!lY
Corp. 's thriller "Panic Room" hit
shelves at big discount and consumer-electronic chains on the
same day. Lined up behind them
are no fewer than 16 big-budget
summer movies, including "Spider-Man," "Men in Black II," "Star
Wars: Episode II-Attack of the
Clones," "Ice Age" and "Lilo &
Stich," all set for release on videotape and DVD by year's end.
"It's the largest release schedule for high box-office films that I
ever can remember," says Mark
Wattles, chief executive of Holly~
wood Entertainment, a Wilsonville,

H

their suggested retan prices;
"'
'
TITLE
RELEASE DATE
Sept. 17
Monsters, Inc.

DVD PRICE*
$29.99

VIDEO PRICE*
$24.99
24.96
24.99

Panic Room

Sept 17

27.96

Special Edition

Oct. 8

29.99

ScoobyDoo

Oct. 11

26,98

24.95

Mr. Deeds

Oct. 22

21Jl6

24,96

suni of Alt Fears

Oct. 29

,,;,

Spider-Man

Nov. 1

Starwars: Eplsode "r1

Nov.

12

W.9?

Spirit

19.95

Ice Age

Nov. 19
Nov, 26

"""'29.98

Men In Black II

Nov. 26

28.96

24.96

Dec. 3

;,#1!' 29.~~
27.98

24.99

Ulo & Stitch

~

Like Mike

28.96

•
•
•

Minority Report

xxx
•s~ested

Dec. 17
Dec. 31

24.96

retail piice.:Advertised and actu;il price maybesignfficanUy lower.

Ore., video-store chain.
In fact, studios are aiming for
record sales this fall and winter. An
estimated 40% of all video and
videodiscs are sold during the combined fall and holiday season. Nov.
1 will mark the start of the holiday
video push, when Sony Pictures releases "Spider-Man." As of Friday,
Sony had tallied retailers' otders
for 24. 7 million videotapes and
DVDs of "Spider-Man" and hopes
to surpass the more than 24 million
units sold last year for "Shrek,"
DreamWorks SKG's animated hit.
A movie's opening weekend at

4

Souree: movlestµdios '

the box office still counts. But for
most pictures, it is the videocassette and DVD market that determines whether they are profitable.
If sales of videos, especially in the
hot DVD market, don't hold up, it
can be disastrous for the studios'
bottom line. So it's no wonder the
studios are pushing the start of holiday video season back into the late
summer-just as the summer boxoffice season inched back even earlier in the spring from Memorial
Day weekend.
Studios now spend lavishly to
Please turn to Next Page

The percentage of Americans
without health insurance shot up
last year after falling the previous
two years, and some policy experts
fear the insurance gap will widen.
An estimated 14.6% of Americans-41.2 million-went uninsured in 2001, up from an upwardly
revised 14.2%, or 39.8 Jnillion, in
2000, according to a Census Bureau
report.
The new statistics and bleak
prospects for improvement likely
will fuel debate about the future of
the nation's health-care system
and what reforms are needed.

•
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Lawsuit Targets
Executive Excess
The New York Attorney General's office sued five current and
former top telecom executives, demanding they return more than
$1.5 billion in profits allegedly
reaped through self-serving relaPZease turn to Next Page
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"Put more you i~ your next new home!" Our Bovis Bonus Options
Guarantee will save you money on every option - we guarantee it! Start with a terrific.
value on a Bovis home! Add options at our guaranteed lower prices* - the value gets
better the more you add! Ask your Bovis Homes sales representative for details! We'll
give you a headstart with $5.000 in FREE OPTIONS!

Wllat ou Need To Succeell

Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975-8602.
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Mulherry
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407~71-1889

• From the $180s

Located on Dean Road,
South of University Boulevard.

Model Centers Open Mon. - Sat. 10am - 6pm; Sun. 12 - 6pm
Johns Landing Model Center (Closed TuesJ

BOVIS
CBC057548
Broker Co-op Welcome ·
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www.bovishomesflorida.com

*Excludes special promotional pricing and swimming pools. Prices, plans and specifications may change without prior notice. 2/02
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Cellphones Offer Wave of New Deals
By JANE SPENCER
he· sputtering wireless industry has unleashed a new
round of price cutting. The
result: There has never
been a cheaper time to sign
up for cellphone service.
Cingular is making its popular
"rollover" plan available on nationwide plans. The plan, which allows
customers to save leftover minutes
and use them the following month,
was previously available only on a
limited basis. Under the plan, customers can bank unused minutes for
as long as a year. Cingular, the nation's second-largest wireless carrier, hopes that allowing customers
to .save minutes will make them less
inclined to switch carriers.
In addition, there is a round of
discounts and rebates designed to

T

spark interest in the industry's
new high-speed wireless networks,
which allow customers to use their
cellphones to send photographs,
use e-mail and play games with
other wireless users. So far, consumers have been slow to sign up
for the next-generation services.
Verizon Wireless rolled out its network during the summer, but it already is offering discounts and rebates: For instance, the company
is working with Motorola to get
people to buy the new phones
needed to access the high-speed
network. In a joint promotion, Motorola is offering a $50 rebate on a
$249.99 phone needed to take advantage of Verizon's network.
And earlier this month, to help
promote interest in its ·own highspeed network, AT&T Wireless introduced a $39.99 plan with 1,000

"whenever" minutes, by far the
most peak minutes offered by any
national calling plan in that price
range. The company also launched
one of the industry's first unlimited
calling plans, offering unrestricted
talk time for $99.99 a month. Both of
AT&T's new plans are available only
on its new, high-speed network.
But consumers should be wary
of offers on the latest next-generation products. As the technology
catches on, prices are likely to fall
dramatically.
The latest round of price cuts
comes as the wireless companies
are struggling with slowing
growth, falling stock prices and defecting customers. Nearly 50% of
Americans have wireless service,
and the rate of new customers is
falling off dramatically this year,
pushing prices lower.

Studios Launch Shelf Wars
Continued from Previous Page
"street" a new video release. News
Corp. 's Twentieth Century Fox, for
example, has budgeted $40 million
for TV and print advertising for the
Nov. 26 release of "Ice Age," a hit
about a saber-toothed tiger, a
woolly mammoth and a baby. On
that same day, Sony plans to release "Men in Black II" on video
and DVD, with an even bigger marketing budget.
Given the shared release date
for "Ice Age" and "Men in Black
II," some executives recognize the
possibility that the two will forfeit
some sales to each other. "Hopefully, consumers will want to buy
both, so there won't be any cannibalization," says Patricia Wyatt,
president of Twentieth Century

Fox liome Entertainment.
Cannibalization is certainly a
factor at the box office. But too
many videos won't necessarily
have the same effect, contends
Warren Lieberfarb, president of
AOL Time Warner Inc. 's Warner
Bros. Home Video. "The video market is more elastic," he says. "It
can take more product in concentrated periods of time."
Studio executives don't see the
ceiling yet on how many DVDs consumers will buy. Ben Feingold, executive vice president at Sony Pictures, thinks sales and rental revenues for DVD and video will grow
15% to 20% this year, "at a minimum." Fueling these sales is rapid
acceptance of DVD players in U.S.
living rooms, and the relatively
cheap price of the discs, some as

low as $20. By year's end, DVD
players are projected to be in more
than 45 million homes-almost half
of all TV households-helping shift
the video business from VHS
rentals to disc sales. Some 65% of
first-day sales of "Monsters, Inc."
were in the DVD format, Disney
says.
"I think DVD software is the
hottest product in the marketplace," Mr. Feingold says.
Households are buying 15
videodiscs a year on average, Disney's Mr. Chapek ·says, compared
with five VHS tapes a year five
years ago. Such a willing market,
he says, "can absorb the amount of
product out there." Still, he warns,
"some tails may get cut off" as
stores hustle last week's big release
aside to make room for the next.

What's NewsIn Business and Finance
0

Continued from Previous Page
tain price. The five labels - Universal Music Group, Sony Music, BMG
tionships with investment bank Salomon Smith Barney that deMusic Group, Warner Music Group
frauded investors nuring the stockand EM! Group PLC-and the
three retailers, Musicland Stores
market boom of the late 1990s.
The lawsuit, filed in a_ New
Corp., Trans World Entertainment
York state court, seeks the return
Corp. and Tower Records, agreed
of $1.5 billion it says the executo stop the practice as part of the
tives obtained from the sale of
settlement.
stock in their own companies. It
The companies, which didn't adalso seeks the return of $28 million
mit any wrongdoing, will pay $67.4
in profits made from selling
million to compensate consumers
and agreed to distribute $75. 7 milshares in hot initial public offerings of stock from Salomon. An
lion worth of CDs to public entities
initial public offering, or IPO, is
aml nonprofit organizations.
when a company first puts its
shares up for sale on the market.
Odds & Ends
In effect, prosecutors claim that
FedEx Corp. said it will spend
. the IPOs were a circular game in .
$1.8
billion during the next six
which savvy players benefited
years to expand its ground-based
while less-sophisticated investors
service in the U.S. and Canada, a
unwittingly bought stock at artifimove the company hopes will
cially inflated prices.
nearly double the rate of package
Some executives named in the
deliveries in its fastest-growing
suit rejected the ai'legations, and
operation. .. . Manufacturing acsome could not be reached for comtivity contracted in September afment. Salomon's parent, Citigroup
ter seven straight months of
Inc., said it is in talks with the New
growth, further evidence that the
York attorney general and federal
economic recovery has lost steam.
regulators.
By Jay Hershey

Music Labels Settle
Price-Fixing Case

How to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com

The world's five largest music
companies and the three larges't
music retailers will pay $143.1 million to settle a CD price-fixing case,
the New York attorney general's office said.
In 2000, most U.S. states joined
in a lawsuit alleging that between
1995 and 2000, the labels subsidized
advertising for retailers that
agreed not to sell CDs below a cer-
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• Why virtue isn't high on corporate recruiters' lists of important
traits
• How to decide if a job advertised
in the classifieds is right for you
• What small-school grads need to
gain entrance to top-rated M.B.A.
programs .

•
Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider

J o i n o u r I ea m

•

•

IARN UP TD
814.DD Hourlyl
lull Time I Part Time.-Paid Training

•

Part Time Hours:
Nights li-10 PM • Mid Shilt 12·B:3DPM • Night 3-ll:DDPM

ND EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
lull Time Benefits:
Holidays, Personal Bays
Campany Matching 4DIK
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation

Right around the
corner from UCf

Job line · 407·313·1391
12001 Science Dr. • Orlando, fl 32828
EOE/DFWP

·OUR STANCE:

Mending sour relations
between community
and university
U

CF is the fastest gl'owing university in
the state. With an enrollment of 39,000,
and the status of Florida's secondlargest university, UCF inevitably needs
to expand and build to keep up with enrollment.
But everywhere UCF wants to expand
these days is met with opposition by neighbors
who would rather wage war and alienate
UCF's students, than give up a plot of land,
even if it's to support the university's nationally recognized women's rowing team.
Community relations do not _exist between
UCF and Orlando and Oviedo residents who
won't hear of the idea of residing side-by-side
with college students who have earned a reputation for being noisy, loud and disrespectful.
Residents fear the consequences that a
growing population of students can bring to a
community, and are frightened that by allowing
a women's team to train in their quiet neigh- ·
borhood, they may actually be giving into a
deal that will turn their waterfront properties
into a six-acre party plot.
By and large, UCF students like to party,
and yes, that includes the university crew
teams. With that said, the crew teams pose little threat to Lake Pickett residents.

So here $ my letter fo the l>rez.1

Dear Mr Bush,
After reading y6ur intentions regarding
Iraq, I'd just like to ask you one
question: Are you on crack?

i think cr~ck t'V\i4ht be ~ fotAchy
StA(Vect ~round the 't>ush household
fi4ht now, bet+ef le~ve if otAf.

Members of the crew teams work very
hard for their sport, and most likely will not
cause disruptions in and around Lake Pickett.
These athletes do not get the same treatment
as most scholarship athletes. Their grueling
sport offers little in the way of glory.
Still, UCF must respect the wishes and
desires of its neighbors. Their opinions matter,
and unhappy local residents will create many
more problems if their input and ideas are not
considered. UCF must work with them, rather
than against them, to grow responsibly.
Likewise, homeowners in the Lake Pickett
area should realize that the university didn't
spring up overnight. In most cases, the university, which has existed for almost 40 years, was
here before Lake Pickett developments were
ever created, before homes were ever constructed in the area.
If it has not already done so, UCF should
make the first move and establish a community
panel where local residents can discuss problems and raise complaints about UCF students
and university expansion.
By maintaining a positive dialogue with
residents in the UCF area, the university can
grow at a responsible rate with local residents'
blessing rather than their scorn and mistrust.

•
•

OUR STANCE:

Protesters fighting for
help for poorer nations

T

he thousands of protesters who descended
upon Washington, D.C. last weekend to
voice their opposition to the policies of the
International Monetary Fund and World
Bank offer proof that the world's economic health
is in dire need of a remedy. If protesters realize
the problem, when will the leaders of the world's
wealthiest nations
The protests have become common at the
annual meetings of the IMF. Protesters contest
that IMF policies hurt developing nations while
benefi.tingweatthy nations while the IMF insists
that its policies benefit the poor.
Law enforcement officials beefed up security
in the nation's capital in anticipation of the
protests. They knew that people would come to
Washington to oppose economic policies that the
protesters say are unfair.
Rather than simply dealing with the protesters by removing them l]y force, perhaps the big
wigs meeting in Washington could take the time to
listen to them. Economic inequality grows every
year, as the rich get richer and the poor get poorer.
The signs all point to a problem, yet the policymakers take seemingly little action to ease the
inequality.

Authorities arrested 649 people Friday in
occasionally violent protests. These people went
out of their way to stand up to wealthy nations.
And this was not an isolated incident. Past
protests in Seattle and other cities set the stage
for this weekend's protests in Washington. Maybe
there is a problem after all.
The protests against globalization represent
an increasing awareness of rich countries' economic policies toward poor countries.
The rich countries of the world should change
their policies, not to hurt themselves financially,
but rather help the poor countries gain equal footing.
The rich countries should target the causes of
poverty, not with the purpose of exploiting poor
countries' resources as they have done in the past,
but with the goal of giving them an opportunity to
bolster their economies and become self-sufficient.
Give the poor countries a hand-up instead of
a handout, bring about some measure of equality,
and the protests will subside.
OtheIWise, organizers better prepare for
thousands of protesters and hundreds of arrests
at Dubai, United Arab Emirates for next year's
meeting
·

Teaching woes in Florida nothing to cry about
Duffy Hery's article "Teaching woes drive
schools debate" published Sept. 26, cited the
NEA report that Florida's teacher salaries rank
28th in the nation. However, that isn't so bad
considering Florida's cost-of-living is also 5 percent below the national average.
Hery's comparison of Florida's salaries to
Connecticut's is apples to oranges. Connecticut's
cost-of-living is 18 percent above the national
average and is the third most expensive state to
live in the nation.
Hery tells the story of Heidi Stockamp, a
UCF graduate now teaching art. In highlighting
an art teacher. Hery unwittingly pointed to one
of the greatest problems in teacher salariesthat art teachers earn the same amount as
physics teachers.
Hery cited the grim statistics on the
number of math and science teaching positions
that remain unfilled. Schools are having trouble
finding teachers in these "high need" fields
because teacher unions refuse to accept what
the rest of America does-physicists are wo.rth

more money than artists. UCF doesn't pay
physics professors the same as art professors,
and businesses don't pay art majors the same
as physics majors. Why should public schools be
any different?
The fact is that Heidi Stockamp is probably overpaid. The national average starting pay
for an art major is $27,198. On the other hand,
physics majors earn an average starting salary
of $47.471. Stockamp is making good money
for an art major. and she's doing it working
nine months a year. And teachers actually make
more than many other 'helping professions.'
Mental health counselors are required to have
master's degrees. and they have average starting salaries in the $25000 -30,000 range.
The changes needed in the education
field are too. great tp discuss in a short newspaper article. However, I-think it is fair to say
that increasing an art teacher's pay is not really the-most pressing need.
-BRUCE M. SABIN

High rent drives value prices up
Kelly O'Connor you are right, Dave Thomas
would be disappointed in your article that ran
Sept.~6.

Yes, the Wendy's store on campus is more
expensive. However, that is not their fault. The
Student Union, as she briefly noted, raised their
rent by a substantial amount. How would you
like them to pay their rent? Cut the already low
wage for their workers? Or perhaps include only
four nuggets for $0.99?

In her story, the only correct point
O'Connor got across was that Sbarro's and Subway
. have the same prices on and off-campus because
they didn't receive a ludicrous rent increase.
Instead of attacking Wendy's, perhaps her time
could have been better spent finding Ollt why the
Student Union singled out Wendy's for a rent
increase.
.-J. GUSSOW
PLEASE SEE

"Creative minds have always been known to survive
any kind of bad training."
-ANNA r-REUD
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_Taunting dt school leadsto more than child's play
ATLAR6E

CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

Ot

A cash settlement
between a Nevada school
district and a former student
b.arassed and threatened by
classmates is a good step
toward increasing school
· accountability for protecting
students.
A Reno, Nev., school district agreed to a $15.1,000 .
settlement after.Derek
Henkle, a former high school
student, filed a federal civil
r~ghts suit claiming school
officials ignored his pleas
for help after students
.repeatedly beat and
harassed him because he is
gay.
Henkle changed schools
three times seeking relief
from harassment. In the
worst incident, several students threw a lasso aroundHenkle's neck and. threatened to drag him down a . highway. Henkle escaped
and hid with a teacher in a
classroom. Administrators..
to-ok more than an hour to
respond to Henkl·e and the
teacher's call for help.

The failures of administra- ·
at each .of Henkle's
schools to act to protect him
are inexcusable.
First, the harassment that
followed Henkle from school to
school interfered with his ability to pursue an educatjon. The
harassing students also interfered with Henkle's basic right
to live the lifestyle of his
choice._
Finally, there are several
precedents that taunting. can
turn deadly.
Just ask Matthew Shepard.
Oh, that's right. You can't
ask him, because he's dead.
Shepard was a University of
Wyoming student beaten to
death in 1999 because he was
gay.
As the surviving students
and families of,Columbine High
School victims can attest, the
- problem of bullying with dead- .
_ly consequences is not restricted to gay students.
Eric Harris .and Dylan
Klebold weren't gay; they were
tor~

ca red

violence and retaliation aren't
just different. Fellow students
' just ·child's play.
teased and ostracized them
· because they were too differSo, this is not about what's
fair or what creates an· extra
ent.
burden for school administraWhen Harris and Klebold
opened fire in the halls_of
tors - it's about life and
Columbine with semi-automatdeath.
Not only should we raise
ic weapons and set off pipe
the consequences for school
bombs, they said, '~This is for
all the people who made fun of admin_istrators that turn a
· blind eye, but we need to
us all these years."
Nothing excuses -taking
enforce punishments for stuanother person's life, whether
dents and their bad behavior.
We can start by eliminatby bully or victim.
ing a double standard that ·
Thankfully Henkle sought
justice in court and not in ·
downplays aggression by chilschool halls with an automatic
dren and teens.
If an a~t is illegal as an
weapon.
adult, it should carry serious
But if students on -both
consequences for a student.
sides of these conflicts are
incapable of thinki_n g clearly
Following someone home, beat. and making sound decisions,
ing them up, or threate:r;i.ing to
it's only fair that the adults
harm them is unacceptable in
around these conflicts - begin- adults and should be unacceptning with school administraable in students of any age.
And if more and more stutors - be held more account-:
able.
dents try reclaiming their
power and dignity by picking
As evidenced by the cases
up guns and harming bullies
above, we are all playing for
and bystanders, schools need
higher st_akes. These· acts of

to implement zer.o tolerance
policies.
While schools shouldn't be
burdened with raising our chil-dren and instituting a moral
code, nor can they be the sole
dete:r;mine·r s of morality, the
safety of the student body has
to come first.
If school administrators
won:t step in and protect their
students, they should be held responsible. If a student has to
take a case to court to either
get the protection he or she
deserves or to hold a harasser
responsible, so be it.
lf courts become cluttered
with disputes that should be
addressed at the school level, ·
let the courts push back.
· I'd rather read about disputes between the courts and
schools then. about an unprotected victim or another deadly
student rampage. Columnist.Cathleen Crane can be
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com

·······························~·······~·············

that the floundering economy will make your search
for full time employment a daunting and difficult one?

TAKE THE TIME TO LEARN MORE about a profitable industry that offers flexible work hours, allqws for
independent thinking, provides top-notch training, is practically recession.-_proof and_,according to the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, "is expected to grow faster than the national aye.rage for all occupations through 2010."
Check us out at the first-ever Pest
Management Job Fair on Friday, October 18
in Orlando at the Gaylord Palms R~sort &
Convention Center. The Job Fair runs from
10:00 a.m>5:00 p.m. and is free of charge.
Companies expected to exhibit include:

FROM PAGE

· • .Pest and lawn care managem,ent
businesses

10

How to behave like
a real lJCF fan

•

•
•

•
•

This letter is in response to the editorial "How to fire up UCF fans", Oct. 1. In
this article, the unnamed author attempts
to explain his or her notion of what foot~
ball is all aoout. arid goes o~ to state what .
a real sports fan is.
A.feal sports fan, or more specifical- ·
ly, a real UCF sports fan believes that any
. game that UCF plays is worth seeing. Every
throw is heart-stopping, as you never know
what can happen on tl:Jat field whether you
are playing Virginia Tech or Division 1-M .
Liberty.
Uncertainty js the beauty of sports.
Of course some games cause more excitement than others do. but the fact that it
takes a huge opponent_to attract forty or
fifty thousand fans is sad. Are they really
there to see UCF play? Probably not. As far
as I'm concerned, the real fans were the
18.600 or 20.000 people at the Citrus Bowl
who came out to watch UCF play Liberty.
Those who call themselves UCF fans
because they go see UCF play Virginia _Tech
or Syracuse, aren't really UCF fans. Those UCF
student) who walk around campus wearing
UF, FSU, or Miami gear, and yet have never
been enrolled in any of those schools, are
what they call fair-weather fans.
Maybe when .UCF wins a championship, they'll wear a UCF T-shirt or a visor.
Until then, the real UCF fans will gladly
cheer on our Golden Knights, regardless of
who the.y play, and will proudly wear our
black and gold, champions or not. For us
real fans, UCF is the team worth W(\tching.
-YVONNE M. MONTALVO
UCF Alumni '00 & '02

· •
•
--•
•

Manufacturers and distributors of
pest management products
Regulatory agencies
The military·
Others involved in the pest
managem_ent industry

Students with interpersonal skills and strong
business, -communications or science
backgrounds will be in especially high demand .
Exhibit.ors will be looking to fill positions
such as:

SALES AND MARKETING PROFESSIONALS * . MANAGERS
TECHNICAL DIRECTORS * RESEARCHERS
PROFESSIONAL ENTOMOLOGISTS
SERVICE TECHNICIANS * -ADMINISTRATIVE
.

*

-

'

Students participating in the Job Fair will-be reimbursed up to $50.00 for expenses they incur to attend and will also
be automatically entered in a drawing for four $500.00 prizes, which will be awarded during the event.

To register,

•••••••••••••••
or obtain additional information, go to www.pestworld.org or just show up and register on site.

Feel ,free t~ contact Gene Harrington at gharrington@pestwo.rld.org or 800-67~-6722 if you _have any questions. ·

... .... •'•.. ..
•~ •

.~

The Pest Management Job Fair is presented
by the Pest Management Foundation, a charitable organization
.
affiliated with the -National Pest Management Association - the industry's only national trade-group.

The Rest Management 1naust1JI: - An lnaustT'}': of; Rroole~~, Sohters

Come Join Us - :Additional Problem Solvers are :Alwa.)'s

Neea~d ,,

,, , ,

,',

,, , ,

•
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FREE car wash wnh
Oil Change!

Let spirit, tradition
be a personal choice
.

.

LAURA STEVENS
STAFF~ITER

fields in Sod Cemetery after
returning from away games.
· These traditions began
spontaneously, and students
voluntarily continue them. They
do not need to be enforced by the universities.
UCF has a couple of tradi.tionsj such as swimming the
reflecting pond during
Homecoming, but the school is
still young. "
UCF should not force
· school spirit on students.
- School pride should be a natural occUITence. Traditions will
come as the school gets older
and the students become more
impassioned about the universi-

Ropes sUITound the
Pegasus Seal mi the Stu~ent
Union floor because the .
StudentGovernIIlent
Association decided UCF needs
· more traditions.
Since when can traditions
be forced?
Webster's Dictionary
defines tradition as a long
established custom or practice
· that has the same effect of an
unwritten l~w. When.the SGA
established the tradition of clogging the Student Union traffic
with ropes, students did not
respect the written law.
The SGA places ropes _
around the Pegnsus from the
beginning of orientation
throughtheendofhomecoming. The SGA started this "tradition" two years ago. Can a
tradition truly be started with a
rule? Absolutely not.·Perhaps, if .
that-tradition is based on breaking a rule, students may adopt
it.
Although SGA seems to
have started the tradition with
the best intentions, a tradition
should have a spontaneous and
original beginning, making students want to continue it.
_.
Georgia 'Tuch students vent
with Midnight Madness, and
students run out of their dorms
during finals and scream their
heads off.
·
The FSU football team .
buries pieces of other team's

ty.
"Freshman Frenzy'' is a
good way for UCF to begin
establishing traditions. This
year's freshmen may become
enthusiastic about our school
by the end of the yeai: The
·reflecting pond party at homecoming is another tradition that
UCF should continue.
It seems foolish to forbid
students to walk on the Pegasus
Seal, especially considering it is
on the floor in the middle of the
-Student Union. The Pegasus
Seal is-located in the busiest
part of the busiest building on ·
campus.
Fbr years students walked
upon the Pegasus Seal without
thinking twice about it. It's
inconvenient central location
makes the Pegasvs Seal a bad.
object upon which'to establish
tradition.

Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.

Open:·..

Mon-Fri 8-7 p.m.
Sat-Sun 8-6 p.m. •:4

Universitv Blvd
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We are the jiffy Lube Franc~ise of the Year!

Jiffv Lube signature oil change

• Change oil. with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
· ·install new oil filter ·
• Check air filter
· • Chee~ wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
-• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required

. Not

•Check & fill transmission I transaxel fluid
•Check & fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
•Inflate tires to
proper pressure

v~lid with

21.[ii

99

,---..~

Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be presentec;l at time of service. Only valid at this location . .Offer valid on most vehicles.

I
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COUNTER POINT

Trampling on tradi#on
because it's.convenient
KRISTIN DAVIS
STAFF WRITER

Has tradition beco~e perceived as a nuisance to UCF
students?
I came to UCF from a high
school that had v~ry little tradition and even less school spirit.
I was looking fmward to
attending a college where students were proud of their school and respected what it
stood for. I thought UCF was
that school.
- But lately, all I have been
hearing from the student body
are complaints pertaining to
how stupid some of the traditions we have are. Particularly,
I have heard many students
·gripe about having fo walk
around the sacred PegastJ.s
Seal loeated in.the middle of
the Student Union.
Many have even asked
what the point of this symbol is
and why exactly students have
to walk around it. Granted, its
location on the floor doesn't
make a great deal of sense if
we aren't supposed to walk on
it, but nonetheless, walking
aroiind the symbol is simply a
sign of respect towards a
school that works very hard to
give us a good college experience.
I have always viewed the ,

Pegasus Seal as a representa~on of community pride at UCF
Just as the American flag
serves a symbol of pride to
Americans, so should the
Pegasus Seal serve for UCF's
students.
Unfortunately, relatively
few students see it this way.
They feel greatly inconvenienced by having to walk the
extra few steps around the
symbol. I have even heard ·
some students ridiculously
complain that being forced to
walk around the symbol has
made them late to their classes.
My advice to those that
believe the Pegasus Seal is
behemoth that will forever
delay than from getting to class
. on time - may I suggest that
they try leaving to go to class
about 20 seconds earlier --: the
amoUn.t of tln!e it takes abol!t
that long to walk around it.
· Although the symbol might
be insignificant and meaningless to some students, they
should still respect the fact that
it pie3JIB a great deal to.others.
Talm a second to consider
how lucky we are to be at.tending a school like UCF, and you
might find the extra 20 secionds
a small, but worthwhile price to
pay in order to demonstrate
that tradition isn't dead in the
hearts of student~.

I:

Your Apartment
Home Amenities
-

• Soft neutral decor
• Laundry room
w/full size washer &dryer
• Private intrusion alarm
• Walk~in closet in all
bedrooms
• Private garages

Your·C~mmunity..

I{.

Feature~

• Sparkling pool and_
heated spa
• Health and·fitness center
• Executive business center
-·~ Car care c~~ter
•.~onve.nient to Highway 417

t
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FORT WORTH,
Texas The road to "American Idol" ·
began on a country lane early
one May morning.
Four months before she
would hit No. 1 singing "A
Moment Like This," Kelly
.Clarkson feared she might miss
her big moment. -She stood outside a friend's house, shouting
her friend's name and tossing .
rocks at the second-story win- .
dow.
·
· Time: 4 a.m.
Date: May 6 -the day of
Clarkson's '1\Iilerican Idol"
audition. ·
"I don~t want to· oversleep!"
Clarkson shouted to friend
Jessica Brake. "You have to
.
keep me awake."
Folks get up early in the
farm country west of Mansfield.
Jusf not that early.
,·
The Brake fi,tmily turned on
the lights for Jessfoa's nervous
friend,. the one. she.·h ad met ·
four years earlier worklli.g at

a:

home in California·.
ple of TV extra roles. She had · Jimmy.
Burleson moVie .theater.
The Brake sisters, Clarkson
Halie Brake, 24, is manag- ·
given up for the' moment when
It was only fitting that
and·other friends hung out
,~ ing a theater and finishing a
_Clarkson's "Idol" journey would a friend moved out and the
together and played sand vol-·
computer science degree at the
apartment burned, and
begin at the Brakes'. Because
University of Texas at
returned to home and family in -leyball in south Arlington,
that's where, four days earlier,
where Clarkson waited tables
Arlington. Her sister and mothJo~hua ·nea;r Fort Worth.
mother Terry Brake had
for two years at Hyena's comeer both work as computer proShe told the Brakes: "I'm
hollered for the girls to come
dy club.
-grammers in downtown Fort
look at a Web 'page that she
never going to make it. I'm not
· Worth.
When Jessica Brake finas pretty as the other. girts. I'm
~ heard about on the radio.
·not as skinny as _tlle other ·
· ished a computer science
The Brakes went to
A local radio host read an
degree and landed a job, she .
California for one "Idol" show
girls."
announcement about. auditions
spent part of ~n early paycheck .- .but watched the finals with
"We told her, aust be yourfor ''American Idol."' Terry.
helping Clarkson cut her fjrst
Clarkson's hometown friends at
Brake heard it, told Jessica and self,"' Halie Brake ·said. " 'If
demo tape.
Burleson High School. They ,.
you show you're kind of silly
persuaded Kelly when she
Terry Brake knew her most- still talk with the newly
and sweet, they'll love you."'.
ca:qie over that night .
crowned "Idol" often, and
She was silly - silly enough ly ·as Jessica's friend who liked
"She kind .of. doubted at
Jessica ·contributes comme_n tsto poke fun at her own babbling to eat those freezer pizza rolls.
fir~t." said Halie Brake, a sis"Then one day, we were
to a Canadian fans' Web site,
as "ducka ducka ducJ.m" on ari
ter. "She had been trying so
www.kellyclarkso~.ca.
going somewhere in the car,
early show. .
hard .... She just wasn't sure."
and she started singing," Terry
The Brakes, even have their
·She·was sweet and strongSo instead, Jessica Brake
Brake said. "The girls always
own fan club of sorts on one of
voiced enough to win 58 perfilled out the application for
her.
·
talked about how she could
Clarkson's message boards. A
cent in the final "Idol" election
sing, but - she can sing."
message on an MSN site says,
Sept. 4. That's an American
"We always knew she could
Clarkson is not ihe only one
"Kelly's friends are ~OT!"
sing," Terry _Brake said. "We
landslide.
whose life has changed since
They won't see their friend
The Brakes met Clarkson
just didn't know how or where
for a while, not until after the
four years ago when she was 16 the "Idol" finals began. Jessica
she'd get the big chance."
Brake is now 23,· and her name
concert tour and the CD and
· Clarkson had just come
and Jessica Brake, then 19,
is Jes,sica Brake Hugghins. Her the movie.
was managing the Hollywood
home f;rom four months in·
planned maid of honor listened
"We're really glad for her," ·
theater in Burleson. Clarkson
Hollywood trying to break into
to the wedding,by cellphone
Terry Brake said'. "And we reallived nearby.with mom Jeanne
show business; working with
from the "Idol" contestants'
ly miss her."
Taylor and_her husband,
songwriter and landing_a cou-
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GOT
SOMETHING
TO:SELL? ·
•

·Kn_
ight's Krossing

·Knight's Court

, 12440 Golden Knight ,Circle

2635 College Knight Court

888.999.6955.

888. 999 .1 580 • 407.384.6800
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(407)
447~4555
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. 4/2 from '4~5
2/2 Type A from '510
.2/2 Type Bfrom $535

407~380.5807

UCF Residence Life Staff and · Services on-site
2, 3 & 4 Bedroom apartments • ·Fully furnished
Private bathrooms • All utilities included· · .
Monito~ed dorm systems • Cable iv w/HBO 1, 2, 3
Full-size washer & dryer in apartment ·
.
Free Ethernet & local phone • , 3 Game rooms
3 Swimming- pools ~ 3 fitness centers
..
3 Tennis courts . • 3 Bask~tbcill courts
3 Sand v9lleyball courts • 3 Computer/study center$
·
Co-sponsored university activities
·

College ·Park Life Works Program and Staff .
2, & 4 Bedroom apartm.ents • Fully furnished ·
Monitored alarn:i systems • All appliances included
All utilities included· • Cable TV
Full-size washer & dryer . in apartment
Free Ethernet in each bedroom
Free local- phone with voice mail
2 Swimming p<.;>ols • 2 Basketball courts
2 Sand volleyball courts • . Awesome computers
Hot tub & in~oor fitness center
I•
Game room & media lounge

•

.
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·Kelly Clarkson getting by with a.little help from her friends
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS
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FORT WORTH,
Texas The road to "American Idol" ·
began on a country lane early
one May morning.
Four months before she
would hit No. 1 singing "A
Moment Like This," Kelly
.Clarkson feared she might miss
her big moment. -She stood outside a friend's house, shouting
her friend's name and tossing .
rocks at the second-story win- .
dow.
·
· Time: 4 a.m.
Date: May 6 -the day of
Clarkson's '1\Iilerican Idol"
audition. ·
"I don~t want to· oversleep!"
Clarkson shouted to friend
Jessica Brake. "You have to
.
keep me awake."
Folks get up early in the
farm country west of Mansfield.
Jusf not that early.
,·
The Brake fi,tmily turned on
the lights for Jessfoa's nervous
friend,. the one. she.·h ad met ·
four years earlier worklli.g at

a:

home in California·.
ple of TV extra roles. She had · Jimmy.
Burleson moVie .theater.
The Brake sisters, Clarkson
Halie Brake, 24, is manag- ·
given up for the' moment when
It was only fitting that
and·other friends hung out
,~ ing a theater and finishing a
_Clarkson's "Idol" journey would a friend moved out and the
together and played sand vol-·
computer science degree at the
apartment burned, and
begin at the Brakes'. Because
University of Texas at
returned to home and family in -leyball in south Arlington,
that's where, four days earlier,
where Clarkson waited tables
Arlington. Her sister and mothJo~hua ·nea;r Fort Worth.
mother Terry Brake had
for two years at Hyena's comeer both work as computer proShe told the Brakes: "I'm
hollered for the girls to come
dy club.
-grammers in downtown Fort
look at a Web 'page that she
never going to make it. I'm not
· Worth.
When Jessica Brake finas pretty as the other. girts. I'm
~ heard about on the radio.
·not as skinny as _tlle other ·
· ished a computer science
The Brakes went to
A local radio host read an
degree and landed a job, she .
California for one "Idol" show
girls."
announcement about. auditions
spent part of ~n early paycheck .- .but watched the finals with
"We told her, aust be yourfor ''American Idol."' Terry.
helping Clarkson cut her fjrst
Clarkson's hometown friends at
Brake heard it, told Jessica and self,"' Halie Brake ·said. " 'If
demo tape.
Burleson High School. They ,.
you show you're kind of silly
persuaded Kelly when she
Terry Brake knew her most- still talk with the newly
and sweet, they'll love you."'.
ca:qie over that night .
crowned "Idol" often, and
She was silly - silly enough ly ·as Jessica's friend who liked
"She kind .of. doubted at
Jessica ·contributes comme_n tsto poke fun at her own babbling to eat those freezer pizza rolls.
fir~t." said Halie Brake, a sis"Then one day, we were
to a Canadian fans' Web site,
as "ducka ducka ducJ.m" on ari
ter. "She had been trying so
www.kellyclarkso~.ca.
going somewhere in the car,
early show. .
hard .... She just wasn't sure."
and she started singing," Terry
The Brakes, even have their
·She·was sweet and strongSo instead, Jessica Brake
Brake said. "The girls always
own fan club of sorts on one of
voiced enough to win 58 perfilled out the application for
her.
·
talked about how she could
Clarkson's message boards. A
cent in the final "Idol" election
sing, but - she can sing."
message on an MSN site says,
Sept. 4. That's an American
"We always knew she could
Clarkson is not ihe only one
"Kelly's friends are ~OT!"
sing," Terry _Brake said. "We
landslide.
whose life has changed since
They won't see their friend
The Brakes met Clarkson
just didn't know how or where
for a while, not until after the
four years ago when she was 16 the "Idol" finals began. Jessica
she'd get the big chance."
Brake is now 23,· and her name
concert tour and the CD and
· Clarkson had just come
and Jessica Brake, then 19,
is Jes,sica Brake Hugghins. Her the movie.
was managing the Hollywood
home f;rom four months in·
planned maid of honor listened
"We're really glad for her," ·
theater in Burleson. Clarkson
Hollywood trying to break into
to the wedding,by cellphone
Terry Brake said'. "And we reallived nearby.with mom Jeanne
show business; working with
from the "Idol" contestants'
ly miss her."
Taylor and_her husband,
songwriter and landing_a cou-
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GOT
SOMETHING
TO:SELL? ·
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·Kn_
ight's Krossing

·Knight's Court

, 12440 Golden Knight ,Circle

2635 College Knight Court

888.999.6955.

888. 999 .1 580 • 407.384.6800
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. 4/2 from '4~5
2/2 Type A from '510
.2/2 Type Bfrom $535

407~380.5807

UCF Residence Life Staff and · Services on-site
2, 3 & 4 Bedroom apartments • ·Fully furnished
Private bathrooms • All utilities included· · .
Monito~ed dorm systems • Cable iv w/HBO 1, 2, 3
Full-size washer & dryer in apartment ·
.
Free Ethernet & local phone • , 3 Game rooms
3 Swimming- pools ~ 3 fitness centers
..
3 Tennis courts . • 3 Bask~tbcill courts
3 Sand v9lleyball courts • 3 Computer/study center$
·
Co-sponsored university activities
·

College ·Park Life Works Program and Staff .
2, & 4 Bedroom apartm.ents • Fully furnished ·
Monitored alarn:i systems • All appliances included
All utilities included· • Cable TV
Full-size washer & dryer . in apartment
Free Ethernet in each bedroom
Free local- phone with voice mail
2 Swimming p<.;>ols • 2 Basketball courts
2 Sand volleyball courts • . Awesome computers
Hot tub & in~oor fitness center
I•
Game room & media lounge

•

.
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·Kelly Clarkson getting by with a.little help from her friends
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS
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- 1. Bring UCF l.D. to SGA ·Ticket Genter in the Sludent · Un~oil· between 9am - 5pm.. ·

- . 2. Receive voucher with address. - ..
3. When dme comes 10 use voucher call number .on vour voucher.
·._., 4. p·resent voucher to driver when vou·g~t..in the car. · . :
5. -Have aSAFE RIDE home! . .

.

Downtown
· _· Dltando

·

'

waterfonl .

(Servicing .
Downtown .

·

IUCF I

_

,to Bilblo,
15 mile

Oviedo

.· . '.-·. i ·

nidius) ·

BiUllO

· · The SAFE RIDE program is a safe, reliable and dependable ride home
· · provided to UCF students for any risky or-threatening situation. .
.. ..

-:__,...!{

.

·. "'""'1ftl.sua.ucf.edu

'i;,

)

.-

KNIGHTRO

5857 :192150353280
.

-

.~~l4'Wl~C'r'"

22103150353288

· STUDE

\..

4

•

.:

-···- - • .-Y9µ must have your valid student ID
··., .. ·.· to-enter .au UCFAthleticS-Events1 ··

·

·) .
I

'

.,

•

-

When you swipe your card at football-games, you will be -·
: eligible to wiri great prizes during -each home game : .
. . including a-$1 ,OOO•scholarship compliments of SGA~

·· -lo lni/Jhtsl
...
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Dreadlocks not in Sands future
FROM PAGE

14 ·

two passes. He also gained valuable experience playing behind
seniors Ricot Joseph and Albert
Snyder.
"They taught me a lot of
things," said Sands. "I learned, ·!
sat back and watched them. That
helped me out last yearr the fact
that I was able to see them."
That experience has helped
him ably take over Joseph's starting spot as just a sophomore. So
far he has 46 tackles, just three
short of Stanford Rhule's teamleading 49. He's also broke_n up
three passes.
But his b~ggest highlight .._
came just this weekend in UCF's .
home opener against Liberty.
Midway through the second quarter, Sands picked off Flames
quarterback James Condon. That
represented the first interception
of his collegiate career.
Sands h~ a career-high 15
tackles in that game. His work in
helping the Golden Knights get
their first win of the season WJl.S
even more impressive by the
absence of Bigby. The fell ow
sophomore missed the game
nursing a J:µgh ankle sprain sufJOE KALEITA I CFF
fered against Marshall the week Peter Sands (29) celebrates his first career interception Saturday against Liberty. The sophomore is second on the team with 46 tackles.
before.
"I had to become more of a · impressive as his play on the leaving the Golden Knights with- starting defensive backfield. And
leader out there [with Bigby out] field. UCF ranked 15th in the out three of their four starting With Samuel set to leave after this
and help the rest of the guys out. nation in pass defense last year, defensive backs ~from the previ- season, it's imperative that young
players like Sands grow into their
We're all young back there, and I but got hit hard by graduation. In ous season.
roles
quickly.
That
left
three
underclassaddition
to
Joseph
and
Snyder,
had the most experience," said
"He's the leader back there
Sands.
·
cornerback Travis Fisher gradu- men, Sands, Bigby and freshJilan
. The leadership he has dis- ated and was drafted by the St. cornerback Omar Laurence, to as young as he is," said Fontes. "I
played at such a young age is as Louis Rams in the second round, join senior Asante Samuel in the call him the Bus Driver. He drives

Brown scores
two ·touchdowns

the bus that everybody is on and
he's trying to line everybody up
for us back there."
Sands plays big in big games.
His ·best game last season came
against Virginia Tech, where he
recorded six tackles. He topped
that with eight in the season
opener at Penn State. And then
he had 14 in . UC~'s conference
debut against Marshall.
Plus he still has plenty of
time to get even better. Before the
season, UCF Coach Mike
Krucze].{ . said Sands and Bigby
could be the best safety tandem in
·school history. And as their first
season starting together progresses, the duo makes Kruczek
look more prophetic with eac'Q
game. They've combined for 52
tackles and are on pace for 207
tackles on the year, which are 66
more then ·Joseph and Snyder
combined for last seas.on.
But will Bigby always be the
one to get the recognition?
·Hopefully as Sands continues to
· perform at such a high level,· people will begin to take notice.
"(Recognition) is not really
that important, I just want to
win," said Sands. "I want to get
this championship and win· some
games here and start some tradition here at UCF."
, And maybe he could help
himself get a little more notice by
growing long dreadlocks like the
ones Bigby has become famous
for. ·
"Probably not," Sands said.
"They're trying to convince me to
grow some, but probably not."

•

•

•

•
•

FROM THE SPORTS DESK -

Sante earns second conference ·honor

against Liberty

0

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

FROM PAGE

14

1,000 yards on offense at
· Hernando.
However,
the
Golden Knights' wealth of talent at the running back position has kept Brown out of the
starting lineup and the limelight.
That would all change
Saturday. Starting tailback
Alex Haynes left the game in
the second quarter with an
injury. It was then' that Brown .
got his chance to show everyone what he could do. He
caught · tb,e first touchdown
pass of his short career, a
short-yardage play in which
Brown was the primary receiver. Brown said he was not surprised to. have the football
thrown to him in the endzone.
"I've got great hands. I was
the primary receiver, and [the
play] opened up just like it did
in_practice," said Brown.
Brown's play against
Liberty will likely earn him
. more playing time, especially if
Haynes can't play Oct. 12 ·
against Western Michigan.
Said- UCF running backs
coach Alan Gooch: ''Alex not
being in there gave [Brown and
Andreal Curry] opportunities
to show what they can do, and
we know that they can do that.
They're going to continue to get·
opportunities."

For the second time this season junior outside
hitter Leyre Santaella Sante won Atlantic Sun
Conference player of the week. She also won the
award Sept. 9.
She led the Golden Knights to .conference wins
over Jacksonville State and Samford over the weekend. Sante averaged 5.86 kills and 4.29 digs per
game. She registered double-doubles in both matches.
She leads the A-Sun with 320 kills and ranks
23rd nationally in kills per game.
_ Junior setter Jenny Frank won the award Sept.
16. She and Sante combine to own three of the conference's four player of the week awards this ·season.

Jacksonville blanks UCF
The UCF men's ·soccer_teani lost its first conference game of the season Sunday, when the Knights
were shut out 1-0 by Jacksonville University.
Carlos Serrano scored the lone goal of the game
at the 29:19 mark on an assist from Stephen Decker.
The Golden Knights out-shot JU 16-5.
UCF goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh made one save
and JU keeper Greg Williams made four saves.- · ·
. The Knights-drop to 3-4-1 overall and 1-1 in the
A-Sun with the loss.

This week in UCF sports

JOEKALEITA l CFF

Leyre Santaella Sante won A-Sun player of the week honors for the second time in less than a month.

The women's soccer team plays at 7 p.m. Friday
at Florida State before coming home Sunday to play
Belmont at 3 p.m. '
·
The men's soccer team travels to Florida
Atlantic for a 7:30 p.m. game Saturday.
The volleybaµ team goes on the road to play
·Georgia State and Mercer. The Knights play GSU at
7 p.m. Friday and Mercer at 2 p.m. Saturday. ·
The· men's and women's cross country teams
head to Gainesville for the Florida Invitational on
Saturday.

.

(

(
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Culpepper highlights UCF's biggest Hall of Fame class
KRISTY SHONKA

,

,

STAFF WRITER

Pro Bowl quarterback Daunte
Culpepper headlines the 2002 class of six
athletes who will be inducted into the UCF
Athletics Hall of Fame on Friday.
Fellow NFL player Shawn Jefferson,
PGA Tour winner Robert Damron, placekicker Scott Ryerson, volleyball player
Renata Menchikova and baseball player
Tim Fbskett combine with Culpepper to
form the fifth, ab.d largest, class to enter
·
the Hall of Fame.
In his first year of eligibility Culpepper
was a unanimous selection. H:e set more
than 30 school records and three NCAA.
records during his four-year career as a
Golden Knight, before being drafted in the
first round by the NFI_;s Minnesota Vikings.
He won the Sammy Baugh Trophy in 1998
as the top college football passer and, with

Texas'
Ricky
make the PGA Tour full-time and in 2001
Williams,
earned
became the first .to win a PGA tournament
national co-Player .of
·when he won the Verizon Byron Nelson
the Year honors · by _
Classic. From 199i-94 he helped the UCF
. the Sports Network. .
golf team to two NCAA Regional berths. He
He was the NfC 's·
was a three-time .honorable mention Allstarting quarterback
American
while
at
UCF.
in the 2000 Pro Bowl
Ryerson set six school records in his fouryear career (1980-83) as place-kicker for
after not throwing an
NFL pass as a rookie
the Golden Knights. His records include
in 1999. ·
fo-qr field goals in a game and 18 in a seaJefferson was a
son; two 50-yarders in a game, four in a
ninth-round pick of
season and seven in a career. He ranks
the Houston Oilers in _199i, after playing fourth all-time at UCF with 32 field goals in
wide receiver at UCF from 1988-90. He his career. Ryerson earned All-America
helped the Golden Knights to the Division I- honors ill. 1981 after leading the team in
AA semifinals in 1990. He was a member of scoring with 62 points and .kicking four·
the New England Patriots' Super Bowl -. field goals of 50-yards or more.
XXIX team and the Atlanta Falcons' Super
Menchikova earned first-team all-conBowl XXXI team. His 12 years in the NFL · ference honoree and led the ·. Golden
are the most by any former UCF player.·
Knights in kills and aces during her threeDamron was the first former Knight to year career (1995-97). Her records for-kills

(2,151), kills per game (5.85) and digs per
. game (3.24) still stand at UCF. The top five
spots on the singie-game kill list and top
two places on the single-season kill list
also belong to Menchikova.
Foskett played basel;>all at UCF from
1980-83 and holds the record for most hits
in a career with 289. He ·became UCF's
first All-American in baseball in 1983, also
earning all-conference honors. Foskett sits
in second in stolen bases in a career with
92 and career sacrifices with 28 and in fifth
in career batting average with a .363 average.
The Golden Knights Club is hosting
the induction ceremony at the Hyatt
Regency at the Orlando International
Airport. There will be a reception at 6:30
p.m. and the ceremony will begin at 7 p.m.
UCF play-by-play announcer Marc Daniels
will emcee the event. All six athlefes are
expected to attend.

Kaj defeats Yaqoob in IM~~"badminton t~urnament
After two hours of grueling
pool play the tournament came
down to two tired competitors,
Mansson "The Swingin Swede" Kaj
versus Zahld "The Powerhittin
Pakistani" Yaqoob. Both came into
the finals undefeated and as No. 1
seeds in their brackets~ After three
and a half hours of badminton,
Mansson defeated Zahid in 2 sets
- 15-3, 15-3 - to Win the coveted
IM Sports championship T-shirt. Kaj
finished with a record of 7-0 and

rnru

SPORTS
corner
· JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Zahid finished with a record of 5-1.

ATO beats the Limp

Discs in ultimate Frisbee final
The Limps Discs suffered a
hard loss in the intramural ultimate
Frisbee tournament September 21.
After tying for the ultimate Frisbee
championship last year the Limp
Discs were out for revenge, but
Alpha Tau Omega had other plans.
On a beautiful Saturday after-

noon, Alpha Tau Omega beat
Undivided, winning 7-5 in the semi
finals. The ·Limp Discs spanked the
Isotopes in the semifinals after playing two overtimes. In the finals the
teams matched goals until the end
of the second 15-minute half where
Alpha Thu Omega pulled it through
with a 9 -7 win to take the title. A
record 20 teams participated in the
largest ultimate Frisbee tournament in UCF history.

IM Sports Corner
presented by

(ff.,.
RISTORANTE

want

The Future

to come to 1100?
SubscripUons
available ·beginning Spring 2003 ·
$48/semester
-)

~~·call 401.441.455~
smscnpoons@UCFfulure.l;QDI

•

Aliava Chiropractic cemer
.

,

.:

.;

~

• Auto & Sports Injuries
• Effective &Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation·
• Massage Therapy Available (MM6063)

David Inderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College
Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Tr~il and East Colonial Dr.

281-0900 .
. .

"
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" ht case you haven't <:becked yout course cata1011ue latety,
drlnkhtg Is ait elective. lt'S llH'r choice. And lf you're tnto good
~<=:. ....
chotces, how about these: u yon'11e under twe11ty-one1 It's Illegal to
·~
drink-respect tlte law. If yoq're ovet tw•nt~·•ite and choose to drink.
~.,'?IJu,sc~ please drlttk responslbly. That'll oet you U1ro11oh with honors,

.-~,&.

,

WE ALL MAKE A D•FFEREfiCE '

&

PIZZERIA

·407-282-4000 •Across from UCF
Open l lam4am
(llam-2am Sun·Wed)
FREE Q!:UVERY!
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TITLE VI: THE ELECTION STATUTES
Chapter 601 Definitions: (Defined, but not limited to)
A. Active Campaigning -Any display or distribution of
tangible ttems for a candidate/ticket for an elective
~ffice of the student body
B. Authorized by Candidate - Candidates.written
approval.
(. Auxiliary Organization -Any organization not
affiliated with UCF and with esteemed community
prominence. (i.e. Shriner's, Kiwanis, league of
Women Voters)
·D. Campaign Materials
I. Authorized -Any items approved by the Election
Commission, which co.ntribute lo a candidate's
campaign, including Electric Media.
2. Unauthorized -Any items not approved by the
Election Commission, which contrib~te to a
candidate's campaign, including Electronic
Media.
E. Campus Media -Auniversity media ~ith on
audience in excess of two thousand (2000)
_ students.
F. Contribution -Any service, goods or sum of money
donated to the candidate with the intent of
promoting or aiding the candidate in his/her
campaign.
G. Election Bulletin Boord - Bulletin board containing
election information. The Election Commission shall
maintain the board in the Senate Workroom ..
H. Election Period -Shall start Monday of petttions
and end two (2) weeks ofter the lost day of voting.
[For special elections, the Election Commission shall
define the election period no later than two (2)
school days after regular voting.)
I. Electronic Media -Any campaign publicity
transferred electronically.
J. Endorsement - To formally support a given
candidate or ticket.
K. libel -Amethod of defamation expressed by print,
writing, pictures or signs; any false and
unprivileged publication that is injurious lo the
reputation of another.
L. Major Violation --Any violation that affects th.e ·
outcome of an election, repeated minor violations,
or blatant disregard of election statutes.
M. Majority Vote -Minimum of fifty percent (50%)
plus one (I J of the votes/vote.
N. Material Fact - One which constitutes the relevancy
of eligibility of a candidate/ticket for o particular
office.
0. Minor Violation -Any violation or oversight of
statures that does not affect the outcome of on
election:
P. Partisan - Publicly staling approval or disapproval
of a candidate/ticket.
Q. Professional Service - Any service provided to a
candidate/ticket by an individual or organizationf
which normally receives payment for this service.
R. School Doy - One (1) school day shall be
considered as any weekday, Monday through
Friday, inwhich at least one (I) cass is officially
scheduled.
S. Semesters - Fall, Spring, and Summer. with
attendance in any or all Summer terms being
counted as no more that one (I l semester.
T. Slander - Oral defamation; the speaking of false or
malicious words concerning another, whereby injury
results to his reputation.
U. Tangible Items -Anything inanimate that 11_1ay be
seen or touched, which infers that a candidate/
ticket intends to run for an elected Student
Government office.
V.Third Parties - Individuals or orgoniiotions other ·
than th.e candidate/ticket themselves.
W.Third Party Advertising -Solicited or unsolicited .
support for a candidate/ticket by on organization
or individual other than the candidate/ticket

themselves.
X. Unauthorized by Candidate -Anything without a
candidates written approval.
Y. Week -Any calendar week containing at least one
(1) school day (Monday_- Friday).
Chapter 602 The Election Commission
602.1 Membership: The Election Commission's
membership shall be composed of nine (9) students
from the University of Central Florida. The Supervisor
of Elections will hove served as an Elections
Commissioner of UCF for o minimum of one
election period.
A.The Supervisor of Elections, an Assistant Supervisor
of Elections, and three (3) Commissioners
(members) shall be appointed three (3) Senate
·meetings prior to the Fall Semester. The
remainder must be confirmed one (I ) week prior
·to the start of active campaigning.
B. Commission members may not hold any other
elected or appointed Student Government positions.
C. Commission members' terms of office shall run for
one (l) year from the dole on which they ore con
firmed. Commissioners shall hold office for o
maximum of three (3) terms.
602.2 Duties of the Supervisor of Elections:
A. Shall maintain a Campaign Expense Statement
Notebook of all candidates' Campaign Expense
Statements, to be used as a publicrecord.
B. Sholl not be actively identified with any candidate
or campaign for elective office, nor act in any
partisan manner during membership on the
Election Commission.
C. Sholl post on the SGA Bulletin Board, all election
results no later than 12:00 p.m. on the afternoon
following the elections.
D. Shall submit a list of problems, solutions, or
possible changes to the Election Statutes within two
(2) weeks following each election to the Elections
and Appointments Committee.
E. Sholl maintain a notebook containing all pertinent
information reloled to violations of the Election
Statutes. This notebook shall include, but not be
limited to: notices of violations; fines levied; action's
taken; Judicial Council decisions; and all material
relevant to reaching these decisions. Each piece of
documentation pertaining to violations shall be
signed and dated, with the time noted by the
Supervisor of Elections.
F. Shall be responsible for submitting o typed report to
the Student Senate ot each Senate meeting
throug~out the election period. Failure to make a
report tothe Senate two (2) times during on
election period will result in the automatic dismissal
of the Supervisor al Elections.
G. Shall be responsible for submitting a memorandum
to the Student Body President, ii Commission
members are not completing the duties assigned
in 602.3.
H. If the Supervisor of Elections is dismissed by the
Sludent Senate or by the appellate process or
resigns voluntarily during an election period, the
Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall assume the
responsibilities of the Supervisor of Elections, and
an Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall be elected
from cind by the Election Commission.
602.3 Duties of the Election Commissioners: The
Supervisor of Elections shall supervise and direct the
Election Commission. They:
A. Sholl not be activ.ely identified with any candidate
or campaign for elective office, nor act in any
partisan manner during membership on the
Election Commission.
Ii. Moy only establish polling places in the following
locations .unless otherwise approved by the Senate
in Resolution form:
1. In front of the Student Union (South Side).
2. At all brooch campuses, in the area of the
Student Lounge.
C. Shall make arrangements for voting materials for
the elections. It shall arrange for other such things
as required for the proper, efficient, impartial, and
legal completion of the elections.

D. Shall procure and compile a concise report of all
requir~ments and regulations in reference lo
posting of tangible campaigning on the entire
University of Central Florid°' Compus(esJ. The
Election Commission shall also dislribule this report
at the time of Petition pick-up.
E. Each Commissioner shall maintain office hours on
the Election Bulletin Boord for each day of lhe
election period.
I. The Main Campus Election Commission office
location shall be provided for under the direction
and agreement between the Student Body
President, Student Body Vice President and.the
Student Senate President Pro Tempore, upon the
approval of Senate. Office hours !>hall be
maintained by at least one (I ) Commissioner from
the hours of 9:00 o.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
2. All area campus questions concerning elections shall
be redirected to the main campus.
F. Sholl acknowledge and record the quantity of all
authorized campaign materials before such
materials are posted by the condidotes/tickets.
The Election Commission shall keep on accurate
representation of any campaign materials.
G. Shall be responsible for checking the campus
everyday for any unauthorized campaign materials
during the period between the day before the start
of Active Campaigning and the day after the
completion of elections.
H. Sholl make arrangement for the removal and
record all unauthorized campaign materials
immediately and initiate appropriate action to fulfill
the requirements of these Election Statutes.
I. Shall notify all campus media of the results of the
election (in memorandum form) within twenty-four
(24) hours of lhe confirmation of the election results.
J. Shall conduct three (3) meetings, ot varying times,
to explain the Election Statutes, and to answer
questions concerning them, for all candidates/
tickets - one (I ) before Petition of Candidacy , and
one (1J after Petition of Candidacy.
K.Sholl send o copy of the Election Stolutes to all
campus media notifying them that these slatutes
will be used in the upcoming election, before the
end of Declaration of Candidacy.
L Sholl procure o canopy large enough to provide o
protective covering for those voting in front of the
Student Union.
·
M. Shall procure posters, which will be displayed in
each building in which classes ore held, and shall
advertise in all ca~pus media informalion
regarding elections. These advertisements shall
begin with the first issue-published by the campus
media for the Spring semester, and on (I ) week
before petitions become availoble'for the Fall
semester. These shall contain the total expense
limits for each candidate. Information concerning
the Petition of Candidacy Forms shall,begin at least
len (I OJ days prior lo all elections, and shall
include the dale, time, place of voting, offices to be
elected, and when DeclaraliQn of Candidacy ends.
N.Sholl by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
1
election, organize, publicize and take all
responsibilities of establishing a Candidate Forum
(open to all sludents), and determining where the
forum will be held (in a lorge-copocity area).
0. Sholl nolify the tickets and oll compus media of the
dote, time and place of Candidate Forum by the
first (1st) school day after the Declaration of
Candidacy ends.
P. Shall not specify rules or procedures in addition to
the Election Statules, unless the Senate has
approved them in Resolution form.
Q. Sholl be responsible for advertising the Spring
Election in the campus media three (3) weeks
before the end of the Fall semester.
R. Sholl submit o letter of resignation to the Student
Body President and the Supervisor of Elections, in
case of yoluntary resignation.
602. 4 Duties of the Director of Student Government
Support Services
A. Sholl check the quolificotions of all candidates, and
shall post the names of those qualified to hold
office, on the Election Bulletin Board, with one (l )
school day ofter the end of Declaration of
Candidacy. There shall be two (2) additional school

days in which those candidates/tickets who ore not
qualified may clear up questions of qualifications.
602.S

Removal of 8ection Commission Members

A. The Elections and Appointments Committee shall
meet and determine if an Election Commissioner
may hove viololed the Election Slotutes.
B. If the Erections and Appointments Committee
decides that on Election Commission Member(s)
may have committed a major/minor violation of
Election Stotuies, it shall notify the Student Senate
in writing by the ~ext Senate meeting following the
committee action.
C. At the recommendation of the Elections and
Appointment Committee, the Student Senate may
remove any member of the Elections Commission
by 2/3 vote.
D. All Election Commissioners must be mode aware
!hot they are liable to hove partial or all moneys
withheld from their final paychecks based on the
dismissal clause for violating the Student Government
Election Statutes or the Constilution of the Student
Body of the Universtty of Central Florido at any time
during their term as an Election Commissioner.
E. In the case of the removal of an Election
Commission member; on oppe~I by an Election
Commissioner to the Judicial Council, shall be
submitted, in the form of otyped letter and signed
in Ink, within fort)i-eight (48) hours of the Student
Senate's decision. The appeal shall be delivered to
the Chief Justice.
Chapter 603 Election Funding
A.Sufficient funds shall be available for the election
process from the Student Government ~eclions Account.
B.The Election Commission's hourly wage and weekly
hour limit shall be specified in the Activity and
Service Fee B'udget, as a part of the Student
Government Elections Account.
I. The Election Commissioners shall not be paid their
final paychecks until all the .duties have been
determined fulfilled (by the Studenl Body President).

shall be running motes, therefore forming oticket.
The Presidential ticket must file a Petition form with
the signatures of four hundred and fifty (450)
studen)s currently enrolled at the University of
Central Florido.
2. Petitions may be oblained from the Student
Government Senate Secretary no earlier than
9:00 o.m. on the first (I st) Monday of the third
(3rd) week of !he Spring semester. The Pelttion
will be turned in at the time of the candidate's
decloralion of candidacy.
3. Declaration of Candidacy for Spring elections shall
be during lhe fourth (4th) week of the Spring
semester, and shall take place between 9:00 a.m.
and·5:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
4. The Student Government Senate Secretary shall
sign and d~te the form "received.'" The
candidate/ticket shall complete, sign and
dote this form.
5. The Student Governmenl Senate Secretary shall
immediately post the Declaration on the Election
Bulletin Board and send by facsimile to the area
campus Student Governments.
6. Active Campaigning shall not begin before
9:00 o.m. on the first (I st) day of the sixth
{6th)·week.

'·'

Chapter 605 Election Procedures

l

605.1 Election Code o(Ethics
A. No candidate/ticket shall misrepresent any
material fact in campaign material or in
campaigning in any form.
B. No candidate/ticket or individual may perjure
himself before the Elections Commission. ·
C. No candidate/ticket or individual may misrepresent
any campaign material as being the material of
any candidate/ticket other than themselves.
D. No candidate/tickef shall condone or authorize the
destruction or theft of campaign material of
another candidate.
E. No candidate/ticket shall commit slander or libel.
F. No candidate/ticket shall commit or attempt
o bribe.

(.

<

Chapter 604 Candidates
605.2 Active Campaigning
All ca.ndidates for Student Government positions must
meet the minimum requirements set forth in Title X:
Installation and Eligibility Requirements.
604. I A. Fall Elections
1. Candidates must file a Petition
a. Candidates for colleges must have fifty (50) sig
notu'res (from students currently enrolled in
his/her college)
b. Candidates for and Undeclared position at the Main
Campus must hove twenty five (25) signatures
from students with undecided majors. The
signatures on the Petition form must be from
students enrolled ol the Main Campus.
c. Candidates for At-Lorge positions at area campuses
must have ot least twenty five (25) signatures an
the Petition Form. -The signatures on the Petition
form must be from students enrolled ot the
respective area campus.
2. Petitions may be obtained from lhe Senate
Secretary no earlier than 9:00 a.m. on the first
(lst) school day of the third (3rd) week of the Fall
semester, and will be turned in ol the time of the
candidate's declaration of candidacy.
3. Declaration of Candidacy will take place during the
fourth (4th) week of the Foll semester. Declaration
of Candidacy will .run from 9:00 -o.m. until 5:00
p.m. Monday through-Wednesday. The Senate
Secretary, or his/her designee, shall sign and date
the form "received." The candidate shall complete,
sign and date the form. The form shall contain o
"Candidate Expense Disclosure Statement."
4. The Senate Secretary shall immediately post and
send by facsimile to the oreo campus Student
Government, the declaration and seat number of
the candidates filing for office on !he Election
Bulletin Boord, located in the Senate Work Room,
to be officially posted up at 5:00 p.m.
5. Active campaigning shall not ~egin before
8:00 a.m. on the first (I st) day of the week
following Declaration of Candidacy.
B. Spring Elections (Presidential)
I. The Student B9dy Presidential Candidate, the
Student Body Vice Presidential Condidole and the
Vice President for the Executive Branch Candidate

A.All campaign materials, including candidate web
sites, must be registered wilh the Bection Commission,
and must co~form to the report cited in 602.3 E.
B. Distributors of campaign mqterials are restricted in
.the following ways:
1. No campaign material will be distributed in the
residence halls or by sliding said material under
the door.
2. No distribution of campaign material will be
permitted in the residence halls before ·
11 :00 a.m. or after 9:00 p.m.
3. No campaign material will be distributed wilhin:
a. The University designee Computer labs,
except Student Government officially
approved Electronic Media;
b. The library, Bookstore (does not include
said breezeway);
c. Classrooms;
d. Inside the Student Union Building, including
gated polio areas; .
e. The Election lent boundaries.
C. Candidates may not devise a name, which will
associate them with another candidate.

<

.(

605.3 Electronic Media
. A. At the beginning of all Electronic Messages, the
following shall appear: '1his message shall not
be forwarded."
B. On all Electronic Messages, the dote and name
of the Election Commissioner who approved the
message shall appear al the bottom.
C. All Electronic Media shall adhere lo all election
statutes.
605.4 Election limes
A. Fall Elections shall be held the sixth {6th) week of the_
semester and Spring 8ections shall be held the
seventh (7th) week of the semester.
B. 8ection times will commence at 8:00 a.m. on Monday
and will continue through 5:00 p.m. Wednesday,
noting that Polaris shuts down everyday
for maintenance.

(

'·
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had a lot to do with coming here, and
being with [John] and my friends that
were here. I think I made the right choice,"
said Tim . .
Since Tim came to UCF, the two have
been inseparable. They live together, they
spend time together on team road trips,
· and, of course, play and practice together.
Needless to say, the two are close.

"We _used to fight when ·we were little,
but not that much now. We argue, but
that's it. No time for that. Too tired after
soccer," said Tim.
· The two have beco:r;ne a force to ; be
reckoned with on the field, and important
cog in Winch's defense. They are responsible for marking key forwards on opposing teams.
"I think they both can be two of the
most dominant defenders ip the league,"

·TITLE YI: THE ELECTION STATUTES
C. 8ections will run from l0:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. for the

Student Uni9n Tent.
D.ARun Off 8ection will occur, 1he week following
posting of the 8ection results, between the two (2)
candidates/tickets receiving the most voles (providing
no candidate or ticket received a majority of
votes cast).
605.5 All Special Elections will follow these some Election
Statutes, unless otherwise stated herein.

A. ASpecial Election will occur if the winning
candidate/ticket is disqualified. If there is on~ one
(1) condidote in a Speciol 8ection, no election will be
necessary.
B.On~ qualified qmdidates/tickets who nm in the
Primary Election, including wrne-in candidates/tickets,
will be placed on the New.Section ballot.
( There will be no new wme-in candidates/tickets for
New Elections.
D. ANew 8ection will be held at least one (l ) week
following the end of the appellate process, but no
more than two (2) weeks after the end of the
appellate process.
605.6All New Elections wi11 follow these some Election
Statutes, unless otherwise stated herein.

A. ANew Election will occur if the race is "invalidated" by
the Judicial Counal If there is on~ one (l) candidate
in the New 8ection, no election is necessary.
B. On~ qualified candidates/tickets who ran in the
Primary 8ection, including wme-in candidates/tickets,
wi11 be placed on the New Election Ballot.
C. There wi11 be no new wme-in candidates for
New Sections.
D. ANew Election will be held at least one (l ) week
following the ena of the appellate process, but no
more than two (2) weeks after the end of the
appellate process.'
_605.7 Voting

'1

A. All stuile~ shall be eligible to vole for one (l I ticket
· during the Spring 8ection.
B. All students shall be ehgible to vote for the
representative(s) of their College and if eligible Area
Campus representative during ihe Fall Election.
C. Any student with a double major shall be eligible to
vole under only one of his/her registered majoo.
D. At all voting places, there shall be detatted instructions
on how to vole.
605.8 Write-in Candidates

A. Write-in Candidates names Will not be placed on
ballots.
8. All wme-in candidates must complete the sorne
jiaperwork that other candidates must file except
for the petition.
605.9 Balloting

A. 111e Supervisor of 8ections, the Director of Student
Government Support Services, must be present at the
labulation of results.
B. Eoch candidate/ticket, after the official ballot counting,
may call for a recount of votes, at which time he/she
moy be present.
C. No ballot shall be disqualified athe voter's intentions
are determined "legal" and "dear" by the 8ection
Commission.
605.10 Election Contingency Plan
In case of a campus emergency which may impede the
voting process, the Student Body President may, upon
consuhotion with the Supervisor of Elections , suspend or
delay and election and reschedule nwithin seven (7) ·
days after the suspended or delayed election or as soon
thereafter as practicable. In the event of on election suspensionor delay, the new election times wiO be properly
advertised through student media and posted on the -

8ection Bulletin Boord.
605.11 lhird Party Campaigning and Support

A. The candidate/ticket is not responsible for
unauthorized verbal, written or physical campoigning
by third parties.
B. Guidelines on organizations:
l . On~ registered dubs and organizations can endorse
and/or support ocandidate/ticket.
2. Oubs and organizations that choose to campoign,
support and/or endorse candidates/tickets are
subject to oil guidelines in these Statutes ond the
UCF Golden Rule, including, but not limned Jo,
~ander and libel clauses.
( lndividuob that choose to campaign, support and/or
endorse a candidate/ticket ore subject to all guidelines
in the Statutes and the UCF Golden Rule, including, but
not limned to, slander and libel douses.
Chapter 606

Campaign Expense Statement

A. Spring Campoign Expense Statements must be ~
received in the Senate Secretary's Office, and Fall
Campaign Expense Statements must be received by
the Senate Secretary's Office no later than 5:00 p.m.
on the doy after the end of-voting; and beor the time
of delivery and the initials of the appropriate
Secretary.
8. Campaign Expense Statements must be turned in
regardless of the amount of money spent (even
S0.00)_.
C. Campaign material in support of the candidate/ticket

will be considered in his/her/th~ir Campaign Expense
Statement.
D. No candidate may accept free publicny from any
media, which does not offer the some service(s) to the
other candidates for the some office, in writing, two
(2) days before the media's deodline.
E. The Campaign Expense Statement, which must be
signed by the Candidate attesting to its validity, shall
indude on nemized list of all Campaign Expenses and
Contributions, induding:
1. Any physical moteriak used,
2. Any rented or loaned equi~menl,
3. Anyone hired for, or giving ~me for prqfessionol
service,
4. Refreshments used for campaign pu1J!OS8S.
F. If disc;ounts, loaned equipment, donated moteriak,
· refreshments, or professional services given free are
not offered to all candidates in advance, by posting in
written form on the 8ection Bulletin Boord, forty-eighl
(48) hours prior to Declaration of Candidacy, they
must be listed at fair market value and added to the
total expendttures. .This does not include nems that
were purchased at a reduced cost while on sole to the
general public.
G.All nems listed on the Campaign Expense Statement
shall be accompanied by the original receipt or some
validation of the fair market value. All receipts wi11
include the name and phone number of the business
from which the ttem(sJ or service(s) were purchased.
If a receipt is not available, an estimate must be
included with the Campoign Expense Statement. II
may be etther a listing of the nem in a current catalog
from a reputable company, or a written estimate
containing: an exact breakdown of the nem(s) or
service(s), the price of lhe described ltem(s) or
service(s), the name and phone number of the ·
business, and the signature of the person making
the estimate.
ff. The fair market value.of a professional service shall
be the normal wage, which the person ·receives when
providing this service. This wage must be
documented: the pay rate, business name and phone
number must be supplied.
I. Any destroyed material may be replaced wnhout
additional entries to the candidate's Campaign
Expense Statement.
J. Senatorial candidates who campaign together on the
some campaign materiak moy daim the cost of these
moteriok-in proportion to on equal division wnong
thems!llves.
Chapter 607

Violations

A. All cand'Klotes must be mode owore that they are
liable to be fined for violating The UCF Golden-Rule,
The Student Government Elections Statutes, The
Constitution of the Student Body of the University of

Central Aorida and The Student Body Statutes.
8. All campaign materials must be removed from the
call)pus by 12:00 p.m. on Monday of the week
following the final day of voting, by the
candidate/ticket. Fotture to do so will resuh in a
twenty dollar ($20.00) fine being levied by the
8ection Commission.
C. The Election Commission shall meet and determine if a
candidate/ticket violated the 8ection Statutes, ~nd
shall chOrge ony candidate/ticket that violates the
Election Statutes with a major minor violation. These
steps shall be laken immediate~ following a report
alleging that acandidate/ticket has violated the
Election Statutes.
1. If the Election Commission charges the candidate/
ticket wnh a minor violation, nmay access a five to
twenty dollar ($5-$20) fine (depending upon the
severity of the offense), by a majority vote of the
Commission, for eoch violation.
2. If the Election Commission feek that a
candidate/ticket has committed a major violation,
then nshall both notify the Judicial Council and the
candidate/ticket in writing within 24 hours of its
decision.
D. All fines must be poid to the Cashier who will then
deposit them into the Student Government 8ections
Account and issue a receipt to the offender as well as
to the Director of Stu~ent Government Support
Services.
· E. Fines shall not be counted towards Expense Limtt nor
registered on the Campaign Expense Statement.
F. Failure to appeal a fine whin two (2) school days or
to pay fine within ten (10) schoOl days of posting at
the end of the appellate process will resuh in the
candidate's/ticket's disqualification. There shall be a
forty-eight (48) hour grace period for the payment of
fines under appeal. This grace period shall begin
when the appeak process has finished.
G. If the Election Commission feels that a candidate/
ticket hos COl)lmitted omajor violation, then It shall
_ notify the Judicial Council in writing, by 5:00 p.m. on
the Monday following the public posting of the
election results.
H. The Election Commission shall determine whether the
sum of aD violatiOns equak a m~or or minor violation.
Chapter 608

Contestrnents/Appeals

A. Any contestrnent/appeal of a campaign, Section
Commission decision, or an election by a
candidate/ticket shall be submitted in the form of a
typewritten letter and signed in ink. This letter of
conlestrnent shall be hand-delivered lo the Director of
Student Government Support Services, as well as a
copy to the Chief Justice and the Supervisor of
8ectioris, no later than 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday
following public posting of election results.
B. The 8ection Commission shall review all appeals and
formulate a decision wnhin one 11) week based on the
case-presented. This decision may be further
appealed to the Judicial Council. If the appeal of any
condidote/licket is based upon direct action of the
8ection Commission, nshall be reviewed by the
Judicial Council and bypass the Election Commission.
C. Notification of action with due cause must be
presented to the candidate/ticket forty-eight (48)
hours after the decision is made.
D. Any appeal must list reasons for oppeobng the
decision of the 8ection Commission or list charges
and/or violations allegedly committed by a
candidate/ticket or Election-Commissioner(s) ..
E. Upon receiving the'appeal, the Judicial Council shall
determine the type of oppeol and course-of-action .
available to n, as specified below:
1. Candidates/11ckets Appealing an 8ection Council
Decision: The Judicial Council shall determine
whether the Election Commission's decision was
incorrect, procedural~ or substantiv~. It rnay
uphold or overturn the Election Commission's decision.
2. Contestrnents Dosed on Election Commissioners
Violating Election Statutes: The Judicial Couna1
shall determine if the 8ection Commission
membertsl violated Statute, if so,
a. Did this affect the 8ection Results? If this is the
case, then the Judicial Council may coll for a New
8ection and may require that the 8ection
Commission mernbertsl receive no money and be
referred to Judicial Programs for restitution.
b. If the violation did not effect the election results,

said Winch.
As for future plans, both twins hope
playing professional soccer is in their
future. John, who is an engineering major,
plans to go into that field when soccer is
all said and done. Tim, who is currently
undeclared, isn't sure where his path Will
take him after his soccer career is over.
For right now, the two are focused on helping the Golden Knights win an A-Sun
championship.

and is considered to be a minor violation of the
Statutes, the Judicial Council may then require that
the 8ection Commission member(s) be referred to
the Student Body President for further action per
Executive Contract.
3. Contestrnents Based on Candidates/11ckets Violating
8ection Statutes: The Judicial Council shall
determine whether the candidate/ticket committed
no violation, a minor violation, or a major
violation.
a. If nfinds that a candidate/ticket committed a
minor violation, nshall fine the candidate/ticket
no more than twenty dollars ($20) for eoch
violation.
b. The Judicial Council may levy afine of no more
than forty dollars ($40) and/or disqualify a
candidate/ticket for a major violation.
c. If a candidate/ticket is disqualified due to a
major violation, the Judicial CouncU shall call for
oSpecial Election (as defined by 605.4).
F. All decisions made by the 8ection Commission or the
Judicial Council an~ all conlestrnents and appeals
made by candidates shall be posted by the 8ection
Commission on the 8ection Bulletin Boord and Student
Government web sne immediate~.
G. If someone feels the Judicial Council hos violated
his/her rights to a fair hearing or due process, he/she
must follow the grievance procedures outlined in the
UCF Golden Rule.
Chapter 609

Recall

A. The holder of ony elected office of Student
Government may be removed from office by.the
students of !he University of Central Aorida by the
following procedures:
1. Apetition shall be prepared, naming the person
sought to be recalled and containing µ"Statement
of Grounds for Recall."
2. The petition shall be signed by at leost five percent
(5%) of the office-holder's constnuents, based on
the rurrent term enrollment.
3. Each student of the university signing opetition
shall sign and legibly print his/her name in ink and
shall place his/her college, birth date ond date of
signature in the petition.
8. The petition shall be allowed up to twenty (20) days to
be circulated.
C. After completion, the petition shall be filed wh the
Senate-Secretary who shall, within (2) school days,
submn such petition to the Election Commission, the
Director of Student Government Support Services, and
the Elections and Appoinlments (E&A) Committee.
Wrthin a period of no more !hon five (5) school days:
the Director of Student Government Support Services
shall determine whether the petition contains the
requir!HI valid signatures. No additional names may
be added to the petition, and the petition .shall not be
used iri ony other proceeding.
I. If nis determined that the petition does not contain
the required signatures, the 8ection Commis.sion
shall report tt to the executive and legislative
branches of Student Government and file the
petition, wnhout toking further action and the
matter will be closed.
2. If ndetermined that the petition has the required
signatures, then the Supervisor of 8ections shall at
once serve a certified copy of the petition lo the
office-holder named in the verified petition of recall.
D.The person designated in the petition may file his/her
typewritten resignation, signed in ink, with the
Attorney General whin two (2) school days after the
receipt ofthe petition copy. Upon receipt of the
resignation letter, the Attorney G~nerol shall at once
notify the governing body of the fact.
E. In the absence of a resignation, the Supervisor of
· 8ections shall set the days for holding a Recall Election
for the removal of the person designated in the
petition. Any such election shall be held-no less than
ten (101 school days nor more than twenty (20)
school days from the resignation deadline.
F. The ballot of the Recall 8ection shall conform lo the
following: "Shall ... be removed from the Office of ...
by recall?" Immediate~ following lhe question, there
shall be printed on the ballot the two (2) propositions
in the order.here set forth: "For the recall of ...
Against the recall of ..."
G. If a majority of the votes cost on the question for
removal of any member of the governing body is
affirmative, the member whose removal is sought
shall be deemed "removed from !lffice, • upon
announcement of the official canvass of that election.

Chapter 61 0 Reforendum 8ection

A. The Student Body nay call for a Referendum 8ection
_by prope~ filing opetition.
B. The petition shall contain a statement of the specific
issue for which the Referendum 8ection will be held.
( The petition shall be signed by at least ten percent
(10%) of the student body. Each Universny of Central
Aorido student signing a pefilion shall sign and print
legibly, in ink, his/her name, respective college, birth
date and the date signature.
D.The petition shall be presented to the Senate Secretary
who shall, submn the petition lo the Director of ·
Student Government Support Services for verification.
1. The Director of Student Government Support
Services shall, within five (5) school days,
determine the volidny of the signatures, and shall
notify the Student Body President of the Results.
2. Failure to comply within five (5) school days shall
constitute verification.
E. If the petition is ruled "valid" by the Director of
Student Governrnent Support Services, a Referendum
8ection will be held within three (3) weeks. Funds
shall be mode available by the Student Body President
form the Student Government General Account.
F. If tt is determined that the petition does not contain the
required signatures, after confirmation by the Director
of Student Government Support Services, the 8ection
Commission shall notify the filing parties, wnhout
taking further action, file the petition: the molter will
be "dosed." No additional names may be used in any
other proceedings.
G. lhe·resuh of the election shall serve as a consensus
opinion of the Student Body, and:
1. An official statement, containing the issue and the
results, shall be odcnowfedged in writing by the
Student Body President ond the Vice President of
Student De~elopment and Enrollment Services.
2. This official statement shall be sent lo all concerned
parties on the school day following the official
announcement of the results of the Referendum
8ection.
Chapter 611

Swearing In

A. No student shall be sworn in
1. Whase election is being contested in the Election
Commission and/or Judicial Council ond or Vice
President of Student Development and Enrollment
Services, or
_
2. Who has not removed all of his/her campaign
material from the ca!llpus and paid posted fines,
and turned into the 8ection Commission the
Compoign Expense Statement
Chapter 612

Forms

All forms used during the elections will be developed by
the 8ection Commission and in compliance wh the ·
8ection Statutes.
Chapter 613

Senate Session

The Senate Session shall begin one (l) week following
the completion of Senate Sections.
Chapter 614 .Revising the 8ection Statutes ·
Changes to the Election Statutes made after the begin·
ning of the Declaration of Candidacy shall not affect the
election in progress.
History:
Bill 02-26 (05/06/70) Bill 12-66 (I 0/10/801Bill16-76 (08/03/841 Bill
O:J.-02 (10/02/701Bill13-58 (09/03/81) 811118--01102/06/86) Bill 0640
(03/ 13/74) 811113-66 (09/21/81) 811118-17 (02/13/8618111 OIJ.72
(10/22/76) 811114-22 (03/03/82) 81111849 (07/24/86) 811109·34
(06/28ml 811114-23 (03/03/82) 811119-16 (01/15/871811110.19
(04/04/78) 811114-40 (07/20/82) 811119-32 (01/12/871811110.58
(08/28/78) 811114-43 (07/07/82) 811119-37 (03/26/871811111-20
. (03/19/79) 811115-08 (01/27/83) 81111947 (05/17/87) 811111-35
(01/16/79) 811115-50 (04/19/83) 811119-67 (07/26/87) Bill ll-57
(03/15/79) 811116-34 (01/20/84) 811120-21 (02/02/881811112·39
(04/02/80) 811116-35 (02/13/84) 811120-42 (03/08/BlJ.811120-72
(06/29/88) 811121-20 (01/10/89) 811121-26 (01/10/891811121·29
(01/17/89) 811121-30 (01/17/89) 811122-08111/28/89) 811122·13
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Days a

OldGennany
satisfies the
senses with food and fun

week
Highlights of the
cultura/-calendar
SHELLEY MARMOR
'STAPP.WRITER

THURSDAY OCT. 3

'Reverend Horton Heat at the Social

· The band Reverend Horton Heat is so good
it meritS three back-to-back nights at the Social.
beginning .tonight The Dallas trio has been putting
out records since the early '90s. while.staying true to
. its quirky rockabilly style. Catch the Heat at the
Social in support of the band's eighth studio album.
'lucky. 7." All 1hree shows are 18 and over. doors
open at 9 p.m and tickets cost $20.

DONNA SCHUMAN
STAFF WRITER

Upon entering Old Germany
restaurant, guests are made to
feel as though they have ·entered
the country itself. Fences and
clotheslines draped \Vith drying
laundry decorate the dining r'o.om . .
According to owner retra
Goldmann, this street scene motif
is reminiscent of Germ.a:ny ~n the
1930s and 1940s. Your nose is
stimulated by the smell of fresh
sauerkraut and bratwurst cook- ·
ing in the kitchen. The air is filled
\Vith the sound ·of traditional
German music. You may also recognize some popular American
songs translated by German
artists.
The entire staff is friendly
and courteous. They greet you at
the _ door . \Vith a smile and a
Willkommen, or welcome. They
are also very attentive to their
guests and never let your drink go .
empty or leave your table cluttered with plates. The cooks,
although behfod the scenes, obviously work hard to create the
'delicious food.
Old Germany offers an
assortment of lunch items priced
under $8. Homemade schnitzel,
spaetzle and assorted soups are
just some of the lunch items available. Old Germany also offers a
variety of German, . as well as ·
American sand\Viches. Chicken.
schnitzel,_ turkey Reuben, roast
beef and grilled cheese are just a
·few. For seafood lovers, Old
Germany · also offers an assortment of fish filets, . crab and
shrimp. The portions are niore
than filling, leaving enough leftover for another meal.
Old Germany also offers a
variety of authentic German beverages to complement your meal:
For those .over 21, imports such as
Bitberger and Warsteiner are
available on tap. For those under
21i'Old Germany offers an assort~ent of s9ft drinks and tea. Daily
happy hour runs from 2 p.m. to 6
p.m. and 8· p.m. to close. During
that time you can enjoy 33-ounce
mugs of imported beer for $6.50.
The bar area is complete \Vith
two pool tables so guests can get
a .quick game in while waiting for
their 'food. Monday .through
Thursday, pool games are free. ·
' . When owners Peter and Petra
Uoldmann moved to Orlando from
Stuttgart, Germany, in 1996, they
were surprised fo find few
German restaurants. The former
night club owners decided to
bring a Uttle bit of home to
Central florida.
"We wanted a place for everyone to enjoy," said Petra.
"Everything. here comes from
Germany; ,we try to .keep every. PLEASE SEE
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FRIDAY OCT.4
Strombolli's Island of Donkeys &Dolls at
Will's.Pub

_ Straight from San Francisco, this wacky. overthl"top poetry/spoken word/hip-hop/rock n' roll .
fusion show is pla~ng in Orlando for the first time.
Performers include The End of the World (a band
that once did the soundtrack to a porn Hick) and
poets Michelle Tea. Bucky Sinister a.nd Ali Liebegott.
If you don't think this will do it for you. they come
prepared with a sinister clown. This 18-and-over
show starts at 9 p.m .. and costs $6.

SATURDAY OCT. 5

The Legendary JC's at Back Booth

Formerly known as The Joint Chiefs. this
Orlandcl-based jazz/funk band relentlessly tours in
, the area. building a fan base that has sprrnd to the
_Jirgin Islands, New Orleans and Atlanta. Opening
act is Thee ·Imperial Pints. This ~ 18-andilver show
sta.rts at 9 p.m. a_nd costs $6.

SUNDAY OCT. 6

Unsung Zeros at the Social

_
Pop-punk South Florida band Unsu·ng Zeros
has toured extensively since 1998 and has just
released "Fading Out", a fivl"song EP and its third
studio project. Rumor has it that Unsung Zeros put
on an intense live show. so make sure to catch it
Opening bands include Don't Look Dowri. School For
Heroes and Punchline. Doors open at 5:30 p.m. for
this all-ages show. which costs $7

. MONDAY.OCT. 7

KATIE FLATH

I CFF

Ben Boswell, a freshman, plans his next step carefully as he ascends the side of 'the wall.'
"Everyone wants to try it when the
CRAIG BROOKS
STAFF WRITER
semester begins. Then it trickles down into
a lot l_ess pe!>ple," said Gallaway. "We might
ast Januaij; the Recreation and see 300 people per day when we start a new
. Wellness Center opened its doors semester. Then it dies down to 100 or so."
· to reveal a .hunk of rock, 44 feet
It seems like the wall is a novelty to'
.
tall. The climbing rock has several most of the students; a toy to be played with
.
.sides, ranging in ~ficulty, riddled when it is new, then cast aside. The majoriwith "pegs" used to climb up the sheer ty of students have either tried the wall at
faces. What is this monstrosity? Climbers least once or want to try the wall. It has
have their own pe.t mµnes for it, buf for the that alluring quality that forces,students to
rest of the populatiop. it is known· just as try it that first time. Then from there, the
"the wall."
group diverges. Either they become a reguLaura·and Nicolette Connell are fresh- lar or not. Aaron Scott, a senior psycholomen twins who love to climb "the wall" and gy/criminology major, climbs 'the wall
dedicate up to five hours a day to the syn- almost every day.
thetic rock format'ion.
"I've been climbing the wall since it
"It is a challenging .workout," said opened," said Scott. "I usually climb for
Laura Connell. "Oh yeah, climbing ·is three to four hours if I can."
..
extremely difficult~ but.I love it. It is much
He is one of the few "super climbers"
more interesting than workout machines. Who attack the wall with a ·prowess that is
You really have to keep trying when you fall unmatched ·by all. He takes on the hardest
off. That is what it is all about."
course, aptly titled "The Dyno," jumping his
·· They love the sweat that pours ·from , way to the top in minutes
their brows as they defeat each side of the
Scott is a · pro at ta~kling difficult
wall. They love the ~ay their forearms feel clim'Qs such as "The Dyno," or even "The
after a tough climb~ They love· everything Chimney;" a challenging course up the wall
about it. Watching them in motion is like that has ,very few holds aµd a chute to
.art, arms and legs flexing, moving from p.e g shimmy through.- Watching someone man~
to peg, mountaineering Up the wall with · aging their way through "The Chimney" is
ease.
quite a sight.
'.fhe .twins ~re pot the only hardcore
Long is another quality climber with
climbers. Many of the rock wall attendants amazing skill who can complete any courselike to olimb, like Bill Long, a juajor legal put before him. He enjoys climbing at UCF
studies major and Joe Gallaway, ·a senior. and at Aiguille. Rock Climbfug Center ili
Gallaway and Long said that the traffic
varies at times-in ~he school year.
··
PLEASE SEE Rock oN 22
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Qand Not Uat Will's Pub
Melodic indie rockers Qand Not Uare.touring in support of the act's second full-length record.
"On Play Patterns." .This Washington D.C trio has
been .extensively touring the United States and
Europe since the release of its first album in October _
2000. The Name of the Band Is will open the show.
This is a $7 all-ages show; doors open at 8 p.m.

•

TUESDAY OCT. 8

Stone·Temple Pilots at Hard Rock Live..

This band has been around sine~ the release
of its commercially and criticalfy acclaimed 1992
debut. "Core." While the Stone Temple Pilots' future
seemed shaky with lead singer Scott Weiland's heroin problems. the band is back noiv with a dean and
sober front man. and ready to rock again. Showtime ·
is 8 p.m. Tickets are $32.50 in advance. $35 the day
of the show.
GWAR at House of Blues

.

· Dig your mullet wigs out of the closet
because 'it's .time for GWAR. This band's live show is
really funny. with giant toilet spitting bowls, fake
. blood and band members dressed in sadomasochistic-type ensembles. Even if you do not enjoy the
music. you will be entertained. Opening acts include
Bloodlet and Cattle Decapitation: Tickets are $15,
and the show starts at 8 p.m ..

•

WEDNESDAY OCT. 9
Lennon at Slingapores ·

This 19-year-old singer-songwriter and
Nashville native offers a unique mix of poetic lyrics
and angst-ridden music - think Tori Amos meets
Tool. The self-taught Lennon has been playing shows
· in her hometown since she was only 15. She is doing
this acoustic promotional show in support of her
2001 album, "5:30 Saturday Morning." This 21-and·
over show starts at 10 p.m.. and costs $5.
Musiq at HOB

•

.

The artist fo·rmerly known as "Music
Soulchild" is on the road in support of his second
record. ':Juslisen." .He is part of Philly's neo-soul
movel)lent. and manages .to hold hisown next to
his predecessors. which include The Roots and Jill
Scott. Musiq'sopening ad is hipchop artist Skillz. formerly known as Mad Skillz, from Virginia. The show
starts at 9 p.m.. and costs $17.50.

.

. THURSDAY OCT. 10 .
· New Mexican Disaster Squad at Will's Pub

Support local musid {lrlando-based hardcore/punk rock band New, Mexican Disaster Squad
formed in 1999. It recently released its first fulllength record, "Abrasive Repulsive Disorder."·
Opening act is Places .to Park. The show starts at 7
p.m .. an.d costs is.
·
·

•

..

1
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A little ·bit of Hollvwood, a lot Qf. physics ·
ALEXIS GRAHAM
STAFF WRITER

·~

Watching an action movie on the
big . screen can ·provoke many
thoughts, but how many people have
actually sat ·there and said to them- selves, "I wonder what the net force of
Arnpld Schwarzenegger is?"
.
. Many UCF students are doing just
that. UCF and the physics department
have re-vamped the physical science
class, otherwise known as PSC1121.·
Nicknamed, "Physics in Film," the
clas~ allows students to understand
physics concepts in a form that they
understand - movies.
Students seen carrying around
small, blue . remote controls are
enrolled in this . class. These remote
controls are used in conjunction with
the class and also-for attendance .Purpo~es.

With video clips from movies such
as
"Armageddon,"
"Eraser,"
"Contact,"
"Frequency"
and
"Independence Day," instructor Costas
Efthimiou thinks students will be able
to relate.
"The course uses select scenes
from Hollywood f:il.m,s to explain ideas
from science and ·how they work in
everyday life," said Efthiiniou. "We discuss if what is seen in the movie is
realistic or contradicts the physical
laws."
The class curriculum includes inclass discussions about solving
numerical problems. There are also
·
many demonstrations.
Efthimiou admits that the course
needed some improvements.
"The
traditional
'Physi_cal

Sci~nce' course has degenerated to a
the everyday life of astronauts on .
.
sterile course," he said. "The interests space station Mir.
of students 20 years ago have changed
Another clip used in the same lecdramatically."
·
ture came from director Stanley·
· Kate McNeal, a fr.e~hman, likes Kubrick's "2001: A Space Odyssey."
the concept.
The clip of a woman walking up_side
"I like the fact that it incorporates down applied to a class discussion
films I like into the class," said about weightlessness.
McNeal.
. Not everyone iil the class ftnds the ·
Brian Tonner, the chairman of the clips interesting. Casey Dore, a freshphysics department, has found some man, finds the class particularly boruriexpected benefits.
· ing.
"Some of the homework for the
"Nothing could make this class
class involves viewing movies, [and] interesting," said Dore. "Although he is
·many students view the films together trying to incorporate movies to make it
.
as a group,_" said Tonner. "This is a. · fun, it isn't working."
. Still, others feel that the class is a
way for the students to get to know
each other while completing home- . better way to learn physics. McNeal
work at the s~e time."
likes this method better than a regular
. While getting together and watch,- class.
"Our professor helps us because
ing the films can be fun and entertaining, there are still important concepts he makes it very interesting and fun. I to be learned. ·
fhink this is a better way to learn
"Concepts like energy, momen- physics," she said.
tum, elastic 'and inelastic collisions,
The class itself still has one trait
thermodynamics and optics are all a from the old physical science course.·It
part of this course," said Tonner.
is classified as a "high-risk" course,
This new course is still about meaning that a high p_ercentage of stuphysics and still covers the same dents tend to fail. This is an issue the
material, but is explained using · department is addressing.
Hollywood as part of the curriculum.
"According to the summer data
"The traditional course remains and my first exam thi§ fau, the stubound to the traditional syllabus; it dents who take the course in this forgoes over the-physics laws chapter by . mat do much better on average," said
chapter. In this course, we have freed Efthimiou.
,
Unfortunately; it is still too early
ourselves from the chains of the tradi·tion~ syllabus," said Efthimiou.
to predict if students will succeed betSome of the. concepts the class is ter than if they were in a normal
currently learning about are those of physics class.
gravity. and freefall. To demonstrate·
Currently there are- two sections
what life without gravity wolJld be like, of "Physics and Film" being taught by
. ~'
the professors use clips from.the IMAX professors · Efthimio~ and Ralph ·some of the pictures featured in Physics In Film include, from top to
film ''Mission to Mir," which is about Llewellyn.
bottom,"Arm!!geddon" (1998), "Contact'' (1997) and "Frequency" (2000).
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Authentic atmosphere part of appeal
Jennifer
Marroquin has
been working
at Old.Genriany
for three weeks
and says she
loves how much
fun her
customers can
be at times.

FROM PAGE 20

thing very authentic._" ·
The original location was in Altamonte
Springs,
but
the
Goldmanns' desire to
expand their restaurant led them to Winter
Park.
Old Germany is
located at 2054 . N.
Semoran Blvd., Winter
Park. It is open from
11 :30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
through
Monday
Thursday. On weekends,
those
hours
e:Xtend from 11:30 a.m.
to as late as 2 a,m. The
Goldmanns are aiso
•
planning
an
Oktoberfest celebration
for the end of Octoqer.
For more information
._
call 407-657-6800.
Reservations are .
not required.
-~

DONNA SCHUMANN

I CFF

Rockwall
climbing an
adrenaline.
rush for
UCF students

•

Infrqducing

FROM PAGE 20

Longwood.
.
Only about 15 people
have ever completed "The ·
Dyno" and none of them
were females.
''At least 60 girls have
tried and none have made ·
the first jump. It's not a sexist thing at all, just fact," said
Scott . .
Laura Connell decided
to challenge that fact. Fire
burning in her eyes, she
threw her body into the difficult task. With her·arms fully
extended and her fingers
locked into the liand-holds,
she bent her legs into a
crouching position and then _
-:- SNAP - leapt like a cap
for higher ground. Once
. there, her fingers slid l!.P the
side of the pebbly hold, trytpg to cup the inside. Victory
w'as hers - or so it seemed,
until her fingers gave way
under the weight of her own
body coming back down from
the jump.
· "Damn it. I had it that
time," said Connell. "Did you
see?"
Everyone · saw. Her fin.gers were in that hold. She
had that first }ump. Maybe a
few more tries and she will
own that jump. She will own
the title of the first girl to ·
jump onto "The Dyno."
The wall js like this for
everyone. It is an ad~ctive .
workout; a dfug of sorts. The
perfect opiate for those who
crave adventure.
"It's for the adrenaline
junkies," said Scott. "I dare
anyone · to try-it when the
real climbers are here."
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· Life.~changing
event prompted
mild-:mannered
. man to bec'ome ·
superhero ·
'

UNIVERSITY OF .

•FLORIDA

DISTANCE
EDUCATION

'

.Heroes are something
the cotintry has needed more
than ever lately. Don't look at
AUBURN, Wash. - Mark Wyzenbeek, though. He's not
Wyzenbeek and · his stepson looking to save the world. But
glide through the shopping- he just might be saving himmall doors, a trio of villamous self.
teen-age girls hot on their
He remembers meeting
r• . trail and ogling the man with Fess Parker as -a boy on ihe ·
the big "S" ·on his chest. The set of the "Daniel Boone"
tight bright-blue bodysuit. .show he watched eve:ryweek.
The red shorts and boots. The Even got his autograph and
' t'
fl.owing cape.
saw him film a scene.
Wyzenbeek turns and
"He was as tall as the
confronts the girls; who giggle Empire State Building with
and whisper to themselves his: coonskin cap," said
. until one of them crows, ''.Are Wyzenbeek, a local boy who
you doing a dare?"
grew ·up the son of a
"Naw, he likes it;" said Continental Airlines execustepson Rick Stewart, 22 . .
tive. "That's ·something you
Wyzenbeek
smiled. never forget: That's what I
"People would have to dare want to give these Kids."
me not to do it."
As Superman, the little
The girls consider this. "I ones watcti him, awestrUck to
dare._you not to do it," one the point of disorientation. He
finally said.
can almost guarantee that the
Kapow! A zinger for the man in blue will inhabit their
-~ Man of St€el! Go on: Take brains for years. They believe. .
your best shot. Ple;nty have When they ask whether he
already. ''Yo, Spandex-Mari!" can fly, he tells them Lex
• they shout. Or: "Halloween's Luthor jl_\st laid . some
next month, dude." Such com- Kryptonite on him, so he's not
ments are mere marshmal- up. to full strength. He strives
lows rained on the Metropolis to promote the ideals of truth,
iit
Marvel.
justice and the American way
Not that Superman does- -along with good· manners.
n't ·feel pain. He's felt it in a "I t:ry to motivate them to be
~· big way. But he's also a guy good in life," he said.
who grew up .believing in
An e3Sygoing man with
heroes, because, to para- thin brown hair and a boyish
phrase a popular saying, bad grin, Wyzenbeek stays mostly
-..._ stuff happens, and someone's close to home, donning the
· got to come to the rescue.
cape on days off from his
four
years · ago, managerial job at a local ice
Wyzenbeek's estranged wife rink. He has addressed
died in .a car accident. The kindergartners at Seattle's
longtime pop-culture collector Westside School and cruised
decided then that it was time the power-lunch scene in
to stop putting off his life's . downtown Kirkland. On occafantaSy. Now, wh~n the urge sion, though he does not drink
strikes, he hits the town as his himself, he crashes local tavfavorite superhero. So bring erns. Some- cheer; . others
ou-the bad stuff. He can take wonder whether they've had
Qne too many. Once, _ he
it.
As he parades through graced Childr~n's Hospital,
places near his Auburn home, where, he said, "I think the
such as the appropriately doctors and niirses gpt a big- ·
named Superman, it's for the ger kick out of it than the kids
other· reactions that he lives did."
;. · _:_the wide-eyed encounters
. His home -au Auburn
with preschool kids; the bou- condo ...:::....is a cluttered warren
quets of "Superman, you of -pop culture, as disparate
made my day!" tossed by and bountiful as a Vegas buffet. "The Fortress of
\ adoring sales clerks.
"His presence just radi- Solitude," he ·calls it -the
name of Superman's arctic
ates," said Stewart.
A group of tourists · hideaway.·. There is a "Star
-approaches and leaves with Trek" corner and an EMs . _
posed photos. A high-school- shelf. But mostly there. are all
age girl flies at him, shrieking, things superhero, largely cultivated in decactes . B.E.
11> "Superman, can I have yoilr
autograph?" He complies; she (before eBay), some 1from his
runs back to amused friends: years as a kid.
Wonder Woman. The
"I got- Superman's autograph!"
·
- · Flash. A Superboy/Supergirl
See 'that? That's why a set featuring Krypto the
46-year-<>ld man dares sub- .Superdog and Streaky the
Supercat. A lifelike Joker
ject himself to ridicule.
"It's· fun for me, but it's mask he bought straight from
all about them," Wyzenbeek its maker for $350. A Batman
said. "She was really excited. · mask -"my pride and joy,"
, It meant a lot to her. She'll he says -that he got fr_?m a
have something ·to tell her
PLEASE SEE Super ON 25
friends about fo.r weeks now."
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Crossword

ly shot a man to death after the man stole hi~
purse as he was leaving an adult bookstoreBouslaugh said he was "working undercov~r"
but did not elaborate. And the district attorney in Oshkosh, Wis., Joe Paulus, was beaten
in the_September primary after an audio tape
surfaced of him bragging that he had had sex
in his office with five women (but which he
later denied as just "boy talk" during a night
out). And the German Green party, which provided the mar.gin of victory for Chancellor
Gerhard Schroeder fu September, drew 8 percent of tlie vote with such campaign bill- · ·
boards, as the. one for gay rights featuring a
male couple and a.female couple holding their
respective partners' nipples.

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNNERSAL .PRESS SYNDJCATE

_Lead story

. • Among the personal items that former
-Tyco International chief executive L. Dennis
Kozlo~ski bought and charged to the compaCompellin'g explanations
~y (without aut110rization, said the company
• In August, a jury in Sarasota, Fla.,
m September) were two New York City apartawarded a 59-year--old woman $2. i million
ments ($24 million), a Boca Raton, Fla., house
f:om surgeon Holly Barbour for a faulty face($29 niillion), furnishings and renovations
lift and neck-lift. According to testimony,
($14 million), a travel ~oiletries box ($17,000),
Barbour had offered the patient a discount
an umbrella stand ($15,000), a shower curtain
operation (at $7,500) because Barbour had
($6,000) and a pincushion ($445), along with
·previously worked only on eyes and wanted to
half the $2.l million tab for~ 40th birthday
expand her practice to faces. Barbour's surparty for his wife (a former waitress at a
gery took 10 hours (twice the norm) and left
restaurant near Tyco headquarters in Exeter,
_the patient with a lump on ·her face that made
N.H.). · (The party, at a Sardinian resort feaa popping sound when she blinked.
. tured Stoll vodka loaded into a statue ~f a
• Raymond Leopold, who was the
man so that it could be poured out to-guests
"\Yinston man" model in cigarette ads from
through ~is penis.)
. 1978 to 1980, filed a federal lawsuit in Little
Rock, Ark., in April, demanding $65 million
Democracy in action
from R.J. Reynolds because he is so torn up
Robert Bouslaugh dropped out of the
~th re~orse an~ stress at the- role he played
race for sheriff in Durango, Colo., in·
m c~eatmg smoking-related illnesses in peoSeptember after he, wearing a dress, allegedple who were influenced by his· ads.

io~lanJ J"'tJ.
~inle
/.•APARTMENTS•

1-811-305-4630
.~ ....t"'!*O".

ACROSS
·1 Spoiled tot
5 Anjou's cousin
9. Went on an
extended walk
14 It can't be!
. 15 General
neighborhood
16 Boredom
17 Siamese.
comment
18 Aeykjav*
residents
20 Large headline
22 Region: abbr.
23 Chinese pan
24 Fellow
25 Med. specialfy
27 Surfboard's little
brother
31 Loan shark
35 Senior Saarinen
36 Major ending?
38 Clio or Erato, e.g.
· 39 Wading bird with
· a booming cry
41 Creative types
43
B'rith
44 Of the ear
46 Something of
value ·
47 Medicinal herbs
49 Fumbles for
words
51 "Aurora" fresco
. painter Reni ·
53 Actress Arthur
54 Pint drink
57 Subj. of rocks
58 Sharp as a tack
62 Proficient
65 Frosts
66 Bill attachment
67 Nice to be?
68 Happy bivalve?
69 Slalom turns
70 Deceased
71 Identical

10/08/02

©2002 Tribune Media Services, Inc
AU rights resel'Ved.

something
8 One of Moses'
scouts
9 Inductance units
fO Ky. nei9hbor
11 Was certain of
12 New currency
13 Frisbee, e.g.
19 Debate
·
participant .
21 "Guitar Town"
singer_Steve
26 Coin collecting
27 Clifton and Karrie
28 Skirt shape
29 Colossus
30 Superman's
alias
32 Ballet of
DOWN
Monte Carlo
1 Explosive device 33 Aromatic
48
2 Emu's cousin
compound
50
3 Soon
34 Takesfive
. -52
4 Local gathering 37 Diplomacy
54
5 Scots' tots
40 More promising 55
6 Tolkien baddie
42 Domesticates
7 Take care of
45 Quarantine
56

S~e

solutions,

page 19

Boring tools
Slackened
Medicated
Farm measure
Superman's
sweetie
Concludes

59 Bruins of coll.

sports
60 Side
.61 Salinger girl
63 Two-finger
gesture
64 C. Heston's org. _

Jeffers.O n• .' ·

LOF!S

Ur:-ique student apartments

-Home is .
where-your

Awesome·Apar1111ents
with .Amazing Fall Savings!
for UCF students staninu at-onlV s510

.FRIENDS are.
Individual l~ase;
Free

wash~r/dryer
Free internet access
Covered_basketball ·p~villion

'\·

''·~

/ • ·2-Po_pls ~• Huge·':ap
• Social·-ad{
·• Privet~ put <·%.

• Dedicated:'1td·
' \lt.. ·

Free Cable with HBO, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon style pool plaza with
Jacuzzi
Fully furnished opartment
homes
Fitness center with free weights

Ameni~es subje<:t io d.ange.

'

Lifestyles • 2S

Super-man living
a super-fantasy

· score big with
Fazoli's® catering._.
Call Fazolj's® Restaurants. We offer authentic Italian favorites
that are hot, fresh and ~ast. Talk to our manager and we'll help you
get it together for your get-together.

Call our General Manager for details, 407-380-3737.
ORLANDO: 12025 Collegiate Way (on·University Blvd. by UCF)
KRTCAMJ>us

Pop-culture collector, Mark Wyzenbeck, realized he had to start living his fantasy of
"' being·Superman after·his estranged wife died in an accident four years ago.
FROM PAGE 23

He parks bis Pontiac, the
one he ultimately hopes to concollector in Texas. This stuff is vert into_. a Batmobile,- in- theart to Wm.
lower lot of the ice rink He's in
The king of all, though, is . full costume, running an errand
Superman -whose square- before a stint at the mall. He eyes
jawed visage or majestic "S" logo the 3-1oot-high retaining wall of
adorns mugs and glasses in easily ascended rock and soil
+ kitchen cabinets, action figures and opts instead for the nearby
on cluttered living-room shelves, stairs en route to the main
a pop-up book he used to read to entrance. "I've got $500 boots
daughter Meagan, now 11. on," he explained.
• Against a wall, boxes and boxes
Inside, skating instructor
of Superman comics dating back .Nanci Sullivan comes off the ice
to the 50s; in bis bedroom, a VCR to see him, fascinated. 'Wow, you
and two TVs set up to play the look good," she tells Wywnbeek.
• same Superman movie so it "Let me see the back." He turns
:doesn't matter which way he and she rubs the cape between
·
·
her fingers, pulls at it, testing it.
faces. .
Most women would have
"Don't
tug
on
it,"
told Wm to grow up.Not Melanie. Wywnbeek said. "You don't tug
She saw beyond that, he says, on Superman's cape."
saw the greater good._ that he
Then to the Superman, to
could do. He met her while help- which Wyzenbeek has no official
ing a friend on an industrial ren- connection despite the name. At
ovation project after six years on Spencer's Gifts, a burly sales
the road trying to make it as a clerk emerges onto the con~ singer-songwriter.
course with a hug-e, medievalMelanie Stewart had been looking over-the-shOulder cosbrought in to work the same proj- tume and battleaxe. "Bring iton,
.., ec( a fetching blond sing'le mom Superman!" he roars like one of
with two young kids.
those face-painted football fans.
"I jl,ISt fell in love with the
Wyzenbeek is undeterred.
whole package," Wyzenbeek He asks if they've got any new
• said.
.
Superman merchandise in stock. .·
The two married and had . These days, though, it's all
daughter Meagan a few years Spider-Man. "That's the best we .
later; a .decade after their m8J.'..--" can do for you," the guy ~d. ·
• riage ·they'd separate, good "SOrry, Superman!"
friends despite the issues they
Another loop around · the
could· not conquer. He still looks· mall,: greeting kids with hand• at her picture every day. Thinks - shakes, absorbing odd looks and
about what she'd _be doing. All strangB reactions~ A tattooed,
tank-topped guy with.a buzz cut
the things she didn't g-et to see.
. At 34, on a late May after- . eyes Wyzenbeek as he passes,
.. noon, ·she was on Highway 9 grabs his girlfriend and says
when she crossed the center line slowly, iii near reverence: "He is
illto the path of a dump truck.
a soldier. A soldier."
~
. Her death, at such a young
This is what Wyzenbeek
age;rocked Wyzenbeek's world. lives for - and he's confident
That's when it hit home: "Life is that Melanie would have supabout deaJingwith loss," he said. ported Wm, that her influenre
.- "You only have stuff for a little continues. Yes, they'd separated,while. You have to enjoy it while but bis are the sentiments of a
you can."
widower, not a divorcee.
' ,- He's ·all . schemes and·
_ "She was the only one I
" di-earns. ~d imagination.-..~e thought I was ever gonna be mareconomic downturn of the past ried to," he said.
One week.you see someone,
year felled Wywnbeek's marketing enterprise, but even as he the next you g-et a phone call that
heads to his new job at the Kent . they're gone. There are some
Valley Ice Centre, ideas are cook- things even Superman can't stop.
inginhlshead. "StarTrek" story "It really opened my eyes,'' he
• lines. Plans with Meagan to said. "You never really know how
videotape a serfes of superhero many more . tomorrows you
"episodes" in full costume.
have."
1
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100 HELP WAN7ED
200FORSALE
250 Al!J'OMOTIVE
300 FOR RENT
325HOMES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERfJCES

450 llErAIL
500 ON CAMPl(S
550EVENTS
600 GREEK LIFE
700Misc
750 TRAl'EL

Monday. - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Office Address
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed for
confidential phone interview (not
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn
$50. Leave name and number and ·
your call will be returned ASAP.
' 888-355-0322 Toll Free.

BACK TO SCH90L WORK $10
Base/Appt PIT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com
Work Anywhere!
Earn $500-$1700/mo. PT
for $2000-$5500/mo. FT
www.financialfortune.com
or call 407-497-9922
$1 OO's- to ' $1,000's paid weekly stuffing
envelopes. For free info. rush
self-addressed stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 622n2; Oviedo, FL 32762

· Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

Internet Users Wanted!!
$20/hour possible while
using the internet. For details/
online Registration see
http://dmx.icollegedirect.com/si

Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107
Great Earning Potential $$$
18+ attractive females, couples
wanted to audition for
Showtime Documentary.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.

Student Work
$10.00 Base/APPi.

Needs BROWNIE
EATERS immediately!!
For a chance to win up to $10,000
in cash , prizes & scholarships. Detail
& Products at most college bookstores
or visit our website @
www.outoftheboxbrownies.com

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
_Financial Services, a subsidiary of
Citigroup is looking to hire 4•5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your OW!I hrs.
Call Kevin @_1-866-208-3263.

In Person: U niversity Court, Suite 160

., Payotent Methods~·,,.,

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

Promotional Reps. Wanted
Looking to hire 10-15 outgoing,
motivational ind. PT, set own hrs.
Contact DB Events at 407-926-1846/
staceyucf@ bel Isouth. net

OUT-OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

3 pm. Fri. for .Mon. I ssue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

[[!I!J HELP WANTED

Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.
Valet Pa~king - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

.By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@lJCFfuture.com

l!J HELP WANTED

Interested in Modeling?

Deadline

407-447-4555 ..classifieds@VClfuture.com

800 llEuGION

[[!I!J HELP WANTED

How to Place an Ad,·

Office T~lephone Hours

• PT/n
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• customer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186
www.workforstudents.com

Elm

.FOR SALE

Deep green leather couch sectional
(Recliner/full size pull-out bed). $350.
Call 321-765-1467.

m

2 Issues-(1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7per.wk
$1 per wk
· $1 per wk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

...,

m

FoRRENT

HOUSE FOR RENT
3/2, fenced yard, pool,
on conservation. $1175/mth
Call 407-466-4046

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartments avail. immediately, 3
blocks from UCF, 1 & 2 bedrooms
avail, starting at $450/mth contact
Amber 321-229-1426

Im ROOMMATES
Furnished Large Bedroom, w/d, kitchen
available only $425/mo includes
utilities. Great Location in Winter Park.
Call 407-657-19.18 or 321-279-3862
2 roommates needed in 4 bdrm house
15 min to ucf, flexible invid. leases
$400/month inclds-rent, water, elec,
cable, phone, lawn service. Females
only plz! Contact Jennifer
407-677-4782 or 923-1484

Room for Rent. House near VCC. 7
mins to UCF. 3bd/2.5ba. Util, dig.
cable, and DSL incld. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr.
Female/gay male. 407-761-1270.

m

.,,

SERVICES

German Tutoring (Native Speaker)
Only$15/hr ·
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627
A,sk for Carina!
RESUME SERVICE :Specializing in
Student Resumes for entry-level
positions in dream companies.
Call Leo at 407-970-2289 or email:
studentresumes@earthlink.net

Computer Repair & Tune:..Up
Got a paper, project, or exam soon?
Don't let your computer slow you
down. Internet or computer, we can
fix it. CALL John Crutchfield
at 407-870-9141 . I

FoRRENT

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100
Paintball Tournament in mid. Oct.
FREE Food, Paint, Equp. & Buffet.
Call Zac at 407-325-0535 or
zharvey@redstormpaintball.com
for more info.

Put 300 Scientists
to work fqr you.
For more info ..call 1~800-350-8282 .
or e-m~iLi~formation300@aol.com.

The UCF Men's Basketball Team
is seeking students interested in
becoming a team manager/student
assistant for the upcoming 2002-03
season. Individuals interested in
going into coaching and who are
extremely excited about college
basketbaJI are preferred.
Please call 407-823-5805.

212 Duplex. 1, 100 sq. ft. in quiet
community. All units are ground floor
with new appliances, tile and carpet.
$725/mnth. Call 407-381-5105
or 407-833-8199.
UCF/WINTER PARK - 1,2,3 Br. up to
1 mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT!
Call Ken at Apartment Hunters for
a FREE search! In office, by fax or
e-mail 407-282-0980. ASK FOR KEN.
Room in New 4/2 Furnished House
only $425 incl util/cable. Pool, Big
Screen, pool table, volley ball. 5 min to
ucf. Rooms come w/ beds. Asians pref.
no pets. Call Paul 407-468-3161
Serious Roommate wanted to share
New, furnished 5/3 home in SE
Orlando. $400 + util. Non-smoker,
no pets . Call 407-376-4984

2 ROOMS FOR RENT
3/2 Washer/ Dryer, Pool, Cable,
Basketball, all util. incl,
$475/mth. Female pref, NS/ND.
CALL Bill at 407-380-7004

TCBY
The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competitive pay. #1945
· Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

._.

NS Female w/cat to share 212 house
in quiet area off Red Bug Lake. NS
female wante~ for pvt bed, bath, 1/2
garage. House .furnished, bedroom
not. $450/mo inclu util (not phone
or cable). 407-312-3264
University Club Sublease ASAP!
1 bed/1 bath in 4/4 aP.t. Female. Unfurn
Bedroom: All utils incl. Free UCF
. · Shuttle. Only $350 per month!
Call Monica 407~207-0038.

PT shifts .<Juaila~le ..7 ·days,. tfw·e.ek·at.
Orla.. P~~~ J~tet.~~tiq~~t~;~.i._fp,grf· ·;·:·.: ~;, ;:;·-·
greeting uisitors and pas.sing
out our "See Orlando" _ pubUc~tion~
-Standing and some
heauy lifting required.

·· Avail. i"1m-~d. Responsible, neat, easy
.. · going female to share 3 bed/ 2 bath
;, ho.me. 5 !Din. ~rom UCF. $400 plus 1/3
util. C_all Michelle at (407) 671-6815.
~
. ·~ '

..

Wat8rt9r(f Lakes Home .
. 2 rooms for rent in 3/2.
' 5 min. from campus. W/D Pool, tennis
& basketball court. All util. incl, plus
cable. ONLY $475/month.
Call (407) 382-9036.
-

1

HOUSE FOR LEASE
Brand new! 3/2, family room, nice!
$1250/mth., non smokers & no pets.
Call 407-886-8916 or 407-296-0687

j;

Call Sheila at 941 ~342-2368·

..
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. CASCADES
3
Garden of Winter Park

"*8om

Spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com!

Waterford Lakes
A Full Service Florist"

11

. Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! .REPS
WANTED! Organize 15 friends, earn
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, and
cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!

14 YEAR9 9ERVICING THE COMMUNITY
1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

10069 University- Blvd.
Orlando, Fl 32817
Phone 400-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail ·
Orlando, Fl 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us onlinel www.allinbloom.com

'Fantastic 8ams·,
CUTS • PERMS ~ COLOR
-Experienced Stylists-

U(f HU~rnn
s10 00 cm

•

No Coupon
Required!

•

Includes Shampoo
and lite Blow orv
No appointment is

•

necessarv!

Ask about other UCF specials

'"

10691 E. Colonial
(2 Blocks west of Alafaya next to .new bowling lanes)

( 407) 380-5626

TRAVEL

~ON CAMPUS
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs• Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with
the program! It works .
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

fl]

Misc.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

Find your someone special now.
Call 1-900·255-2700 x 8829.
$2.99 per minute, must be 18 yrs.
Serve-U 619-645-8434

SPRING BREAK 03 STA TRAVEL
Your on campus student
Travel agency offers the
LOWEST SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
To wherever you want to go!
Easy payment plans and flexible
options. Avoid internet scams and ·
below par hotels. Book with the
agency that's been there .
STA Travel- UCF Student Union
407 .541.2000
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica, ·
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas,
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site Staff.
Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.
-

Legally remove from your credit report:

• Credit Card
Delinquencies
•Student loans

• late Pctyments
Charge Offs
• Repossessions

-

Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee

Bill Lavender
Regional Representative

m

Cell: (352) 978-1960

Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free)

SERVICES

Student Success-A seminar October 5th and 19th Learn to speed
read, 'memorize anything, cut study time
in half, really retain what you learn, &
~ Improve your grades by one full point or
more in less that 60 days if you LEARN
and USE the~ techniq1,1es. 12noon-8
Pm Each Day Prepay to Save 50% or
~
pay $100.00 at the door. Show College
ID and Pay Only $20.00 per day.
Private sessions available, available
on audio tape as well . 407-851-0945
or www.HypnoDean .com

CAN YOU MAKE IT
IN THE JOB MARKET?
•

So you're graduating ... are you
prepared for your job search?
Can you compete in this job ma·rket?
Do you know where to find the best
.. · opportunities? What does your resame
say about you? How well do you
interview? Are you prepared to
negotiate for the salary you deserve?
Could you use a helping hand???
"' Call BEACON CAREER COUNSELING
(407-629-8900) and let us help you
gain the competitive edge! We offer
resume development, interview
• •
preparation, job search strategies,
salary negotiations and much
much more. Mention this ad and
receive a 10% discount!!!

mil

mil

RETAIL

AUDIO/STEREOPHILES, HOME
THEATRE! Hear What You Have Been
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration , Isolate Distortion, Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability.
~ Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to
Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wpod or
Tile Floors. www.kleintechsys.com

Friend 01· spouse's birthday?
. Send a cake to their office!
DELNERED BEAUTIFULLY GIFf PACKAGED
WITH NAPKINS, PLATES, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE AND BALLOONS!

Gotta order the cake?
Take the hassle outl
Buttercream,
chocolate, carrot
cakes, huge pies,
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and more!

~['g~~ ~~~ 95

(

407) 290-1515

~ON CAMPUS
Enhancing Self-Esteem Workshop
Monday, Oct. 7
7:00pm-8:30pm
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom D
_pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst

RETAIL

•
• Fun & Easy Transportation
• rllClllCilg Available
· • 2yr unlnited nileage wananty
• 3 models/ 9 colors
:! - • Major aed'rt cards accepted
P11rls - S11les - Service

Jet Ski Orlando

(407) 859-3006

RELIGION

Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

ACT NOW! We guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®
CREDIT PROBLEMS1
w•

El

- THE central fl.orida

.FUTURE

CATHOLIC
CAMPUS

MINISTRY
Mass Sundays,
8:30 p~m.
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotchie
(40n 657-6114 x226
http://pegasus.cc.ud.edu/-can

.

•.

The UCF Campus Activities Board
Homecoming Committee ·
regrets to inform you .t hat
.

.

<

.

~

Ludacris has .declined our offer to perform
· at the UCF Homecoming concert .
on October 22, 2002.

fll)

Please ioin us at the Spirit Splash concert, featuring
7 Mary · 3, immediately following Spirit Splas.h
on Friday, Oct~ 25, at the Reflecting Pond.
"''

Also, the Post-Game K-nightfest Street Party
at Church Street, Spm after the Homecoming football game,
will feature the band 3 Doors Down.
Show your UCF student ID at the do~r to get in free.
.

11·it>

~

For more information on this or any student Homecoming

~~

events, please contact the Office of Student Activities
at (407) 823-6471.
.

~c·

ACHO AVERAGE
FAST FOOD
For that late night snack,
nothing beats a Nibbler. Especially when
·it's FREE. Get a big cupful of Crispers
sensational bite-sized cookies or
~
,,_ •
brownies FREE when you purchase .
,
-any garden-fresh gourmet salad
e .
over $~.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.
Try our 7 cookie flavors (or one brownie flavor)
for FREE. Just show us your current UCF student ID card.

Terminate the taco, and squash
the quesadilla. Crispers is here ...
your new quick, delicious alternative
to fast food. We've been a central
Florida sensation for over thirteen
years ... now in Orlando with new
locations opening all the time.
Stoke up on garden-fresh gourmet
salads, hearty stacked sandwiches,
a dozen tempting soups, all made
fresh every single day.

1_
1

.....__,,..-

1

)

Free Nibblers cup wtth m.ain dish purchase
and UCF student card offer good Oct.3 - Oct.16.

If you're a sweet freak, you should
know that our desserts are
absolutely outrageous ... creamy
cheesecakes, rich layer cakes,
cookies, and br9wnies. Be sure to
· try a sundae or milkshake made
with our own Crispers Extremely
Premium ice cream.

1

1

Limit one per customer per visit, please.
...

··~ G.~~~f~!~
~

~-"""'"·

-

-
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GRAND OPENING!i
436 & UNIVERSITY . I~
,, 391 SOUTbf SEMORAN
.! WINTER PARK

ph ( 407) ~ 'll-4100

;,,

REGAL 20
WATERFO!\D THEATRES

." GRAND OPENING!
WATERFORD LAKES

' 555 N:ALAfAYA TRAIL
.. ,.
ORLANDO
.
" ph (407) 4e2-4n1

\c~7

DI

Ii

II

ALA FAYA

II
I•

MON.-SAT. IO:~O AM - 9 PM
-~UN. I I AM - 8 PM

WE'RE.·R.I GHTAROUNDTHE cQ.RNER!

MON-THLJ. f Q:30 AM - ~ PM
·FRJ, SAT. I O:~O' AM - IQ ·PM.
- SUN. I I AM - 8 PM
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Crisper-s' is now open at 4~6 & University and Alafya Trail,, which means delicious, healthy food is right around
~ "the corner... and it's fast! Plus, we're opening more new locations all ~the time. Eat in ...take out...whatever.
Ju.it visit us today, and you can tell your Mom you're eating right!
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